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David Tift’s gift to the legal community
of lessons learned from coping with his
wife’s death was touching and powerful
beyond words [“Coping with the Death
of a Spouse,” DEC15/JAN16 N
 WLawyer].
The focus of the article was on providing
fellow lawyers resources, “to soften the
devastating impact.” What is unspoken
but just as present is David’s love and appreciation for the courage and compassion that Gail provided David through
conversations that many of us might
avoid thinking about, let alone discussing. David, your lessons learned are also
a beautiful and moving tribute and legacy to your bride Gail; a testament to the
strength of your partnership; and public
appreciation for your friends, law firm
and family who guided and supported
you. Thank you for your courage in sharing your journey with us.
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NWLawyer Submission Guidelines
NWLawyer relies on submissions from WSBA members and nonmembers that
are of interest to readers. Please email nwlawyer@wsba.org if you have questions
about your submission or to discuss a topic for an article. Articles should not
have been submitted to any other publications and become the property of the
WSBA. Articles typically run 1,000–2,500 words. Citations should be incorporated into the body of the article and kept to a minimum. Please include a brief
author’s biography, including contact information, at the end of the article. Highresolution graphics and photographs are requested. Authors should provide a
high-resolution digital photo of themselves with their submission. Send articles to
nwlawyer@wsba.org. The editor reserves the right to edit articles as deemed appropriate. The editor may work with the writer, but no additional proofs of articles
will be provided. The editor reserves the right to determine when and if to publish
an article. For questions or a how-to guide on writing an article for NWLawyer,
email nwlawyer@wsba.org. NWLawyer is published nine times a year (FEB, MAR,
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Regarding your article on “Rising Cost of
Litigation…” [President’s Corner, DEC15/
JAN16 NWLawyer] there is a simple solution to the excessive cost of depositions.
Allow the lawyer taking the deposition to
swear in the witness, and record it however he likes (voice recognition software,
tape recorder, etc.). Have the person transcribing it affirm it is accurate. Have the
lawyer do the same (subject to law license
revocation). Voilà — a $1,000 deposition
now costs $200, plus the cost of opening
hate mail from court reporters.
Phil Brennan, Seattle

What’s in a name?

An attorney-friend passed me a copy
of the DEC/JAN issue of NWLawyer
because of my interest in the maritime
history of the Pacific Northwest. I view
the recent decisions of the various placename boards cited in Anna L. Endter’s

article on “The Naming of the Salish Sea”
with equanimity.
First, as Endter notes, the Salish Sea
designation, contrary to popular perception, is an overarching name for several
separate bodies of water. None of the underlying historic names have been supplanted. Indeed, one of the salutary side
effects from common adoption of the Salish Sea nomenclature is that it creates the
potential for the proper re-application of
the now traditional names George Vancouver first laid across his charts.
For example, the term “Puget Sound”
(as the map accompanying Endter’s article exemplifies) is now seen as representing all of the waters south of Whidbey
Island, including Hood Canal. In fact, the
original “Puget’s Sound” on Vancouver’s
maps, consistent with the geographic usage of that time, was limited to the aggregation of small inlets (Budd, Hammersley, Eld, Carr, etc.) at the southernmost
extent of the inland sea surveyed by one
of his lieutenants, Peter Puget.

Analogously, Prince William Sound
in Alaska, named by Vancouver’s mentor James Cook, is akin to a hand with
several fingers extended from the palm,
much like the waters south and west of
Nisqually Reach; a correct application
of the toponym “sound.” Conversely, the
northerly expansion of the Puget Sound
terminology has all but eliminated from
public usage such terms as Admiralty
Inlet (which Vancouver considered extending from the narrows between the
Olympic Peninsula and Whidbey Island
to the northern tip of Vashon Island) and
Elliott Bay.
Finally, the Salish Sea designation
helps us understand that these many
straits, inlets, bays and sounds, though
divided by an international border, actually constitute one great inland extension
of the Pacific Ocean.
David L. Nicandri, Tumwater — Former
director, Washington State Historical
Society NWL

In Memoriam

Meet NWLawyer’s New
Editor Linda Jenkins!
Linda
J enkins joins
the N WLawyer
staff as its new
editor. She is a
2008 graduate
of Seattle University School
of Law and earned her B.A. in
Journalism from the University of
Southern California Annenberg
School for Communication. She
is a former newspaper reporter
and advertising professional. She
brings her experience as a practicing attorney in Snohomish County
and her current work as a freelance
magazine writer and book author
to her new role as NWLawyer’s
editor. Learn more about Linda in
our upcoming issues and on the
NWSidebar blog. Welcome, Linda!

SPEEDING TICKET?
SPEEDING TICKET?
TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC INFRACTION?
INFRACTION?
CRIMINALMISDEAMEANOR?
MISDEMEANOR?
CRIMINAL

Michael H. Runyan
1947  2015

We are truly saddened at the passing of our
friend, partner and mentor.

Keep it off your record, Keep insurance costs down

JEANNIE P. MUCKLESTONE, P.S.
PO BOX 565
Medina,Washington 98039

Mike’s guidance, integrity, kindness and leadership

(206) 623-3343

through many years will be greatly missed.

mucklestone@msn.com
jeannie@mucklestone.com
www.mucklestone.com
www.mucklestone.com
•
•
•
•
•
•

Successful Results
Extensive experience
Former Judge Pro Tem in King County
Featured in Vogue magazine May ’03 as a top
lawyer for women in Washington
Front page of Seattle Times “Drivers fighting
tickets and winning” June 1, 2006
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Sabrina Layman, Kenneth Brewe*

Recognized. Respected. Preeminent.
Brewe Layman is one of Washington State’s preeminent
family law firms for matters involving significant or complex
estates, including business or professional practice issues;
prenuptial agreements; and the litigation or resolution of
marital and living-together predicaments.

425.252.5167 p
brewelaw.com
pugetsoundfamilylawblog.com
Seattle
Everett
Mount Vernon

Bergman Draper Ladenburg
is pleased to welcome
Craig Sims
Craig Sims, former Chief of the Criminal Division at the Seattle City Attorney’s
Office, will represent individuals and families who are victims of mesothelioma.
Craig’s distinguished record of public service and jury trial experience on
behalf of victims will expand our capabilities to represent clients throughout
the Northwest and ensure that companies who have failed to provide proper
safety and health measures are held accountable for their negligence.
He joins our firm as Of Counsel.
THE NORTHWEST’S LEADING ASBESTOS LITIGATION FIRM

At Bergman Draper Ladenburg, we have just one practice area;
we represent families struggling with mesothelioma and other
asbestos related cancers and diseases.
We are the largest plaintiff asbestos firm in the Northwest with
over $500 million in settlements and verdicts for our clients.

www.bergmanlegal.com
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WSBA President

What Are Your Personal
“Legal” Resolutions for the
New Year?

I

t’s February. Never too late
to make a New Year’s resolution! Better to make them
today than to wait even further into the New Year. While
you may have made a few personal
resolutions on New Year’s Day that
you’ve already broken, consider
adopting a few “legal” resolutions
for your law practice and your profession. After all, it is never too late
to resolve to do better or to do more
for others!
Need some ideas? Here are a
few for your consideration.

throughout the year. You and I are the
WSBA. Let’s each make sure it is the
best it can be.
Whether it is through the WSBA,
your county bar association, independent legal organizations, or one of the

©ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/HANIERIANI

some of your time
1 Give
to your profession.
Whether at the local, state, or federal bar levels, your work on behalf
of our profession can only increase
the respect your clients and the public
have for the justice system. We all lead
by example. When we give our time, we
do so with the message that it is important to our system of justice. If people
respect you, they’ll most likely respect
the justice institutions in which you are
involved.
The opportunities for service
through the WSBA are huge. The Bar
has 31 different committees, boards,
and panels, and 28 different sections,
each that need your talents. Take a look
at www.wsba.org/legal-community/
committees-boards-and-other-groups,
and apply by March 13, 2016. Announcements for vacant positions on
various boards and panels are posted

minority bar associations (MBAs), the
opportunities abound. You can help
make a difference.

Give some of your time
2
to help others who need
legal representation.
We know that the need is huge. And
again, the opportunities to give of ourselves in the aid of others are numerous. The 2015 Civil Legal Needs Update
Study tells us that the number of citizens in need of legal representation who
cannot afford an attorney continues to
grow. In 2003 when the first study was
conducted, the average unrepresented
person unable to pay for counsel had ap-

proximately two to three legal problems
a year. That figure is increasing. Today,
the 2015 Study says that the average is
as much as nine problems a year. Every
time someone goes unrepresented, their
respect for the legal system diminishes.
In addition, take a look at the WSBA
Moderate Means and Call to Duty
programs which help others who
may have more income, but still
cannot afford counsel when needed.
Can the attorneys licensed in
this state eliminate this problem
with the time they are able to give?
Probably not. However, each of
us can give a reasonable amount
of time for those in need and the
public that our profession serves.
Call your local volunteer lawyers
program. Volunteer to help with a
legal clinic or to help an individual
in need.

some of your time to
3 Give
help a fellow practitioner.
When I started practicing law 35 years
ago, I quickly learned that law school
teaches you a lot about the law, about
how to think and analyze legal issues
and problems like a lawyer, but not
much about how to practice law and
not much about the day-to-day skills
that can make your practice effective.
Law school education and clinical skill
building have changed greatly over
the years to improve on this, but we
all know, and the schools would all acknowledge, that the law school environment can’t do it all.
FEB 2016
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HAVE YOU SIGNED UP
FOR A WSBA SECTION
WHERE YOU CAN
LEARN FROM OTHERS
AND EXPAND YOUR
ABILITY TO HELP YOUR
CLIENTS?
Mentoring by an experienced practitioner can often make a huge difference.
Each of our law schools have mentoring
programs where you or I can be connected with a law student to give that
student the opportunity to ask practical questions and gain practical advice.
Sometimes, it is just a cup of coffee, and
sometimes the student/mentor relationship may be more. In the end, it is all good
in terms of the benefit to the student.
Once a new attorney joins the profession, there are a multitude of “how to’s”
to learn and the contact with a mentor
is worth its weight in gold. Have you
called your law school mentor program
to volunteer? Have you volunteered a
little time through your local bar’s mentor program? The WSBA MentorLink
program and ALPS attorney match are
additional resources.
Recall some of the questions you
asked when you first got started. By offering yourself to others, you can make
a huge difference in someone else’s
practice success and enjoyment. We all
owe a duty to one another in the legal
profession. Mentoring others is just one
way of fulfilling that duty.
Another idea to consider: Have you
signed up for a WSBA section where
you can learn from others and expand
your ability to help your clients? Some
of the larger county bar associations
have sections of their own. Each has
its own specialized programming,
seminars and CLEs, activities, and
networking. Many sections have list
serves where members can share ideas,
expertise, and experience. As part of
a law firm, if I have a question about a
new field, a new issue, or a new legal
problem, I have the luxury of visiting
with a partner and fellow attorney for

8
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ideas and brainstorming. Many of our
fellow attorneys don’t have that luxury.
As president of the WSBA, the staff
has added me to each of the WSBA
section list serves, and I’ve received a
huge education on what some members
can do to help one another. Every day,
members are asking questions of one
another and fellow attorneys are offering suggestions. How do I find a form
for…? Can someone recommend a good
accountant for me to call? Who do I call
for a client with a special need?
Practitioners helping one another.
It’s excellent. Consider how you might
join in and give of your own wisdom
and expertise to a fellow attorney.

4Give financial assistance.
Do you donate annually to the Washington State Bar Foundation and to the
Legal Foundation of Washington? In
both cases, your funds will help others.
The Legal Foundation of Washington (www.legalfoundation.org) and the
Campaign for Equal Justice (www.c4ej.
org) need your help in order that they
may help others. It is as simple as that.
The Legal Foundation raises funds and
distributes grants for much needed legal aid programs across the state.
The Washington State Bar Foundation is dependent upon you and me to
help fund WSBA’s Call to Duty Program, helping veterans and their families with legal needs, and the Moderate
Means Program, connecting those in
the 200% to 400% of the federal poverty level with legal help. The Foundation helps fund WSBA’s critical commitment to sustaining diversity within
our profession.
These are just two of the ways that
your donated funds can be invested to
strengthen what we as a profession can
do for others. By donating, you are helping others who would not otherwise
have access to our courts or to our justice system. Again, with each of us participating, we can make a difference.

to our state’s law
5 Give
schools.
The challenges of new attorneys are

different than when I went to law school
many years ago. Many of today’s law
students graduate with more debt than
ever before and oftentimes with an uncertain job market. How can you and
I help? That’s easy, as like every other
suggestion discussed here, it comes
down to your contributing some of your
time, talent, and funds.
Each of our state’s law schools,
Gonzaga University, Seattle Univer
sity, and the University of Washington,
welcomes your financial gifts. Each has
scholarship and special need programs
for its law students. You and I have a
role in ensuring that the best graduate,
take the bar exam here, and pursue a
fulfilling career of helping the public
with their legal issues.
Our law schools welcomes opportunities for practicing attorneys to help
mentor law students. Consider what
you can do to help a law student become
the best graduate they can be!

Five Simple Ideas

These are just five ideas. There are hundreds of good ideas and ways for each
one of us to both give to and strengthen
our legal profession. There are equally
as many ways that you and I can contribute to the legal well-being of others.
What are your suggestions? How do
you, as a legal practitioner licensed in
the state of Washington, give for the
benefit of others? What are your recommendations to your fellow attorneys?
Whether you adopt several of these
as your “legal” resolutions for the 2016
New Year or you pick other opportunities, the important thing is that you act
now to give of your time, talents, and
funds to provide an opportunity for
others. We are not responsible for all
the problems or ills of society. However, we can and do stand up in order
to champion justice for all. There are
many ways to do that.
I urge you to act now in order to
ensure that your 2016 ends with the
fulfillment of giving for the benefit of
others and with the knowledge that you
have made a difference. NWL

Bill Hyslop is the WSBA
president and can be reached at
whyslop@lukins.com.

Treasurer’s Report

by Karen Denise Wilson

A

t the end of each year,
the WSBA engages an
independent
certified
public accounting firm
to audit our financial statements.
In addition to verifying financial statement accuracy and compliance with
general accounting standards, the auditors review, analyze, and test internal
controls over reporting, management
oversight, and various systems related
to the WSBA’s finances and overall operations of the organization.
The Budget and Audit Committee
reviewed the Fiscal Year 2015 year-end
financial results at its January meeting.
As in prior years, the WSBA received
an “unmodified opinion” for the fiscal
year ended Sept. 30, 2015. No adjustments were made, no material weaknesses were noted, and no management
letter was issued. The results of this
very positive audit indicate that the
WSBA’s finances are well managed and
accurate in all material aspects. Our
independent auditors wholeheartedly
complimented our outstanding staff for
their professionalism and excellence.
For more information, the audit report
and audited financial statements can be
viewed at www.wsba.org/about-wsba/
financial-info.
Notably, the 2015 audited financials
show that the WSBA used $446,337
fewer reserves than expected (we
budgeted to a net loss of $3,146,873
for the General Fund; the actual loss
was $2,700,536). This result reflects
higher than anticipated revenues, as
well as direct cost savings and fiscally
responsible decision making to ensure
our continued financial stability. Beginning in fiscal year 2013 and continuing

through 2016, in response to the reduced license fees the WSBA has budgeted to a net loss each year in an effort
to spend down reserve funds. This savings is very helpful as we continue to
look into the future and consider budgeting needs for 2017 and beyond.
As you can see from the above audit
and budget results, we have outstanding staff support at the Washington
State Bar. Under the leadership of Executive Director Littlewood and Chief
Operations Officer Ann Holmes, and
with outstanding support from our
Controller, Tiffany Lynch, and the rest
of our staff, the Bar has made fiscally
responsible decisions to ensure our
continued financial stability.
In the coming months, in addition
to sustaining member-focused, Boarddirected programs, we will continue to
look closely at expenses, revenue and
reserves, and keep you informed as we

continue to plan for and maintain our
long-term sustainability. I look forward
to any questions or feedback that you
may have. NWL
At-large Governor K aren
D enise
Wilson
joined the
WSBA Board
of Governors
in October
2013. She was
appointed
treasurer in October 2015. Wilson is
a deputy public defender with the
Skagit County Public Defender’s
office. She is a 2012 alumna of the
Washington Leadership Institute
and attended Tulane University
Law School. She can be reached at
bog@kdwilsonlaw.com.

Visit the WSBA Career Center!

http://jobs.wsba.org
FEB 2016
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practiced law for 20 years,
but last year I made a change.
Not a new-haircut, or newbedroom-wall-color kind of
change. In three months’ time
I quit my job, sold my house,
liquidated my worldly possessions, and moved into a motor
home. There have been years when it
took me longer than that to take down
the holiday decorations!
Why the change and why now? I
have been ruminating for years about
traveling through North America and
writing. The favorable Seattle real estate seller’s market and my declining
health were the major reasons I pulled
the trigger last year. After all that time,
I decided I could afford to be selfish (my
career has always come first, as there’s
no spouse or children to consider). Fulltime RV-ing is also more budget-friendly than my prior lifestyle.
I have been living in the RV full-time
since last year. Here are some observations I have made on the road, although
I think they apply equally anywhere.

You need a hobby

Whether you retire from the law tomorrow or 40 years from now, there will
be a void. Your sense of self-esteem
and self-worth may also take a serious
header. When I was working, being an
attorney was in the top 10 ways I described myself, but it was not in the top
five. I was an aunt, a daughter, an artist,
a traveler, a pop culture connoisseur,
and myriad other things. This proved
crucial when I left the practice. Along
with a new lifestyle and the steep learning curve of the motor home, I have other hobbies and interests to fall back on,
to stimulate me and to bestow a sense

Former Litigator Leaves It All
Behind for Life on the Road
by Tammy Williams

of purpose and place in the world.

Stress is more toxic than we
admit

We live in a society where it is considered virtuous to “handle stress,” when
in fact we should eschew it. I have
Crohn’s disease. I was first diagnosed
in 1997, shortly after I began practicing
law. When friends and family members
asked if stress played a role in my flares
and symptoms, I refused to admit there
was any correlation. Crohn’s disease
is an autoimmune problem, after all.
When I left the firm, my symptoms
were more severe than they had ever
been. 60 days later, before any new
medications kicked in, my symptoms
were cut in half.
We can’t all say “chuck it” and bug
out in an escape-mobile, but you might
feel better if you can acknowledge the
stress that is present in your life, at the
office or otherwise, and do your best
to minimize it. Take up yoga, attend a
WSBA seminar on mindfulness, walk
in the woods with your kids — whatever
works for you.

People are inherently kind and
decent

As a civil litigation attorney, I was witness to both the best and the worst in
people. I saw my fair share of fraudulent cases and fabrications, and dealt
with more than a handful of offensive
personalities. I often viewed the world
with a jaundiced eye. Embarking upon
this journey has restored my faith in
people. Perfect strangers all over the

country have invited me to park in
driveways and on acreage or along
curbs for a meal, a party, or a good long
talk. Passing motorists see the blog
graphics on the RV and wave and smile.
The world did not change, but by opening myself up to new experiences and
possibilities, my perception did.

You need a lot less than you
think

I admit it: I was a rampant consumer. It
was humbling and shocking, to say the
least, when all my worldly possessions
were brought out of closets and cabinets and nooks and crannies and put on
folding tables for the estate sale. I was
a vintage and mid-century modern collector, and shopping was a form of recreation, often to reduce stress. Now that
I live in a 320-square-foot space, down
from my 2,700 square-foot home, I realize that none of those possessions actually mattered, and I don’t miss them.

There will never be a “perfect
time”

I hatched this scheme over five years
ago, and it has taken me that long to
finally commit. I waited until I tried
that big case, until I saved more money,
until the home repairs were completed.
Of course prudence and planning play
big roles in making a major life change,
but take it from me: don’t wait until the
timing is perfect to get married or start
a family or change jobs or buy a house
or sell everything and move into an RV,
because you might spend your whole
life waiting.
FEB 2016
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You can do it alone

This one goes out to all you beautiful,
capable, single people. If you are considering a course of action, whether
that be going to dinner or traveling
around the world, have faith that you
can go it alone.
I have been chronically single most
of my life. I am used to the fact that if I
want to do something, I’m going to have
to do it myself. In school I dreamed of

the day that I would buy a home, assuming I would wait until I was married and
in a two-income family. The marriage
never materialized, so I purchased a
house on my own. I often take solo vacations and I enjoy going out by myself.
Out on the road, people are surprised
that I am traveling alone. The wives of
couples I encounter marvel that I do all
the things normally reserved for their
husbands, like driving the RV or hook-

ing up the towed vehicle. Would it be
easier with a significant other? In some
ways, yes, but in some ways, no. In any
event, I will not delay joy because I am
single, and neither should you.

You can be happy

I don’t want to get too “woo-woo” on
you, but I have discovered that my state
of mind dictates my state of being. It really is as simple as that. No drastic life
change necessary.
Roger Miller was best known for his
song, “King of the Road,” which is near
and dear to my heart nowadays. I’ve
been listening to a lot of Roger lately,
and I recently re-discovered another of
his songs, “You Can’t Roller Skate in a
Buffalo Herd.” It’s good advice.
You can’t roller skate in a buffalo herd
You can’t roller skate in a buffalo herd
You can’t roller skate in a buffalo herd
But you can be happy if you’ve a mind
to
...
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You can’t ride around with a tiger in
your car
You can’t ride around with a tiger in
your car
You can’t ride around with a tiger in
your car
But you can be happy if you’ve a mind
to
...
All you gotta do is put your mind to it
Knuckle down, buckle down, do it, do
it, do it. NWL
Tammy
Williams is
a Gonzaga
University
School of Law
graduate.
After clerking
in Snohomish County
for two years, she was a trial lawyer
defending civil cases in general liability and medical malpractice until
2015. She is traveling through North
America in her RV, “Nellie,” with
her cat, Boss Tweed, and her dog,
Olive. You can follow her exploits
at www.theladyisatramp.net.

MOMENTS OF TRUTH
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As Technology Advances, Brain Power Is Still
the “No-Brainer” E-discovery Tool
by Larry G. Johnson
love gadgets and toys. I have spent a good deal of my life justifying
purchases of all kinds of computer hardware and software just so I can
play with them. I first got into personal computers the moment they became commercially available in the late 1970s. One of my first thrills was to have a disk drive
the size of a shoebox that ran this huge thing called a floppy disk that could hold a
whopping 16,000 bytes.
I was always looking for ways to work computers into my law practice. I had a chance
to do so when there were so many documents in a mass tort case, the 1981 MGM hotel
fire in Las Vegas, that my firm had to hire a librarian to catalog and keep track of them
all. So I figured I would create a database of those files that were in electronic format,
such as the text of deposition transcripts, and be my own librarian. I had great fun putting that together and showing it off.
In those days, I had a “portable” computer the size of a small suitcase called an
Osborne 1 that I carried around with me to depositions around the country. The thing barely
made it into an overhead bin on an airplane. It had a screen about three inches wide, with
small green text against a black background, and was barely readable. But it did the job: it
very quickly found relevant snippets of other witnesses’ depositions with which I could challenge the current deponent.
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But perhaps the best effect this little
dinosaur ever had on a witness was when
I told him the computer monitored voice
stress levels to detect whether a person
was lying. He didn’t catch the humor of
what I said and at critical moments in his
deposition, he glanced uncomfortably
from time to time at my computer. That
taught me a valuable lesson: in the ways
of the law, theater will trump technology
every time.
Since those days, of course, all kinds
of technology advances have been
made in the fields of litigation support
and electronic discovery, starting simply with being able to search text with
the “find” feature in word processing
and email applications. Then things
moved quickly to more sophisticated
software with complex and fancysounding search algorithms: “Boolean
searches,” “proximity searches,” “fuzzy
logic.” Needles were expected to come
flying out of haystacks!

Litigation technologies get
serious
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Then came a more rarefied era with such
companies as DolphinSearch, Attenex,
and others, where the buzzwords were
“semantic profiling,” all very complex,
based on Bayesian probability mathematics and other arcana. The idea, essentially, was that you teach a computer
the kinds of information the humans
are interested in, and the computer
uses artificial intelligence to develop
an evolving mathematical profile for
the kinds of words and sentence structures associated with the content of the
“seed” text. After building up enough of
a core of such relevant seed documents,
that entire set becomes “the search
term” to be applied to masses of other
documents, and magically through this
huge filter, only likely relevant documents are supposed to appear.
The vendors of this technology
had great demos to show how this
stuff worked, and of course I had to
play with it and see for myself. I never
could get these products/systems to
work well, and so I gave up on them,
as apparently many others in the legal
profession have.
Today, the big shiny new buzzwords
in e-discovery are “predictive coding,”
which, as far as I can tell, is just another
spin on the whole semantic profiling fad.

...THERE IS SOMETHING
VASTLY SUPERIOR
TO ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE: REAL
INTELLIGENCE, OF THE
HUMAN KIND.
If predictive coding were truly a success,
most lawyers would not still be stuck negotiating what search terms they should
use in a case, or search terms would no
longer be the subject of so many model
e-discovery orders and local rules. As I
understand it, the evangelists for predictive coding say search terms are generally passé, as the artificial intelligence
behind predictive coding is so much
better at finding the relevant evidence.
To which I say, “Oh, yeah? Show me
the case where any technology and not
human effort came up with the smoking
gun.” Because — and here I finally get
to the point — there is something vastly
superior to artificial intelligence: real
intelligence, of the human kind.

The best computer is still the
one between your ears

Think about it: How do lawyers win
cases when there is so much information out there in ever exponentially
expanding ways that it cannot possibly
be digested by any one human, group
of humans, or even a computer? The answer is stunningly simple and obvious:
because lawyers have brains.
So much of what your brain does occurs beneath consciousness. The brain is
constantly evaluating our ever-changing
environments, quickly sifting out what
is unimportant and putting focus on
what is. It does so without our conscious
involvement. While we are busying ourselves with something, the brain keeps
evaluating and processing objects and
data in all sizes and shapes, quickly comparing all that to similar objects and data
from past experience, and it tees up decisions for us long before we become consciously aware we need to make them.
And that’s what lawyers do with lawsuits. Information enters their brains
and gets stored for later processing. No
lawyer gets a case with just a bunch of
amorphous piles of data and an otherwise blank slate, as so many e-discovery solution vendors seem to think.
Important pieces of information are
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present right there at the beginning of
a new matter, waiting to be eventually
given meaning.
For example, the client is going to
tell the lawyer a whole lot about the
case and what he or she thinks are going to be the key documents to prove
or disprove the allegations in the
claim or complaint. The lawyer will
bring to that conversation all of her
life experiences, training, and pro-

fessional experience to know what to
focus on and what to leave alone — at
least for now — and which issues are
key and which ones are of lesser priority. Both lawyer and client will have a
fairly clear idea where the most obvious place to start looking for evidence
is; indeed, there is probably plenty of
evidence against the case already, assuming it is not frivolous.
So while I am innately predisposed to

PROVENSAVVY
BIGCASES
DEEPBENCH
Seasoned trial lawyers who know how to win—we’re SGB.

beat the drums for technology, based on
trying cases myself and sharing war stories with other litigators, I have to admit
to an essential phenomenon: the mysterious workings of our incredibly complex
brains are what take us to real moments
of truth. You throw yourself at a case in
a seemingly random way, you talk to as
many witnesses as you can, you read as
many documents as you can (most of
them probably worthless), you prepare
and prepare, and then suddenly things
just congeal out of the mist, and you
know your case. You just know it. And the
other side knows you know it, too.
Here is a maxim that derives from
that observation: Rare is the case that
turns on more than a few dozen documents, if that. All of which you will
know by heart by the time of trial.
Modern science still does not fully understand how the brain works with its
100 billion cells and vast networks of
neurons, but we have all had at one time
or another that moment when suddenly
everything neatly fits a pattern and a
consistent story. The pieces come together as if by themselves. We tend not
to acknowledge properly the sublime
magic of the “Aha!”
That is not to say that electronic discovery and the tools that can be used
to find and organize digital information
are not valuable, but the legal profession and the public it serves could probably benefit much by our spending less
time and resources on text-searching
technologies and more on old-fashioned hard work. NWL
Larry G.
Johnson is

sgb-law.com
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Procrustes in
Municipal Court
When City
Prosecutions
Don’t Measure
Up

P

Procrustes, a minor villain from
Theseus’ rogues’ gallery, practiced banditry along the road
from Athens to Eleusis. He’d lure
travellers to his stronghold and lay them
upon an iron bed. If they didn’t fit — too
tall or too short — they’d be chopped or
stretched until they did.
District and municipal courts are certainly as busy as the highway Procrustes
patrolled. Seven out of every eight cases
filed in a Washington state court, more
than two million a year, are brought in
these courts of limited jurisdiction. Misdemeanor and criminal traffic prosecutions,
many brought by city attorneys or municipal prosecutors, account for most of the
tally. The interaction of state and municipal law presents these municipal prosecutions with a Procrustean challenge.
The crux of the matter is that, unlike
their counterparts in county prosecuting
attorney’s offices, city attorneys cannot
directly prosecute state law offenses. Instead, municipalities only wield executive
authority to prosecute offenses expressly
adopted by ordinance, or incorporated
by reference to a state statute. But either
of these methods of defining a municipal
offense — express ordinance or adoption

by Isham Reavis

by reference — can fail when measured
against the iron bed of state law.

Too Tall! State Law Preemption
Cuts Off Municipal Ordinances
that Go Too Far

An express ordinance seems the most
straightforward way for a municipality to
define a prosecutable offense. Much as
the State Legislature would add an offense
to the RCWs, a municipality need only

THE INTERACTION OF
STATE AND MUNICIPAL
LAW PRESENTS THESE
MUNICIPAL PROSECUTIONS
WITH A PROCRUSTEAN
CHALLENGE.
decide on an unwanted behavior, define
it in a law, and attach a penalty. Voilà! It’s
now a misdemeanor, for example, to operate a circus on Mercer Island (see Mercer
Island, Wash. Code § 9.30.120 (1991)).
But Article XI, Section 11 of the Washington State Constitution, which authorizes municipalities to pass their own laws,
also limits how far such laws may go:

Any county, city, town or township
may make and enforce within its limits all such local police, sanitary and
other regulations as are not in conflict
with general laws. (Emphasis added.)

A municipality cannot permit what state
law prohibits, or prohibit what is expressly
permitted by the State. Two cases show
how conflict between state and municipal
law can occur.
In Seattle v. Williams (128 Wn.2d 341,
908 P.2d 359 (1995)), the Supreme Court
invalidated the city’s DUI ordinance. Under that ordinance, a person would be
guilty of driving while intoxicated if he or
she had blood alcohol content of 0.08 or
more (Seattle, Wash. Code § 11.56.020(A)
(1) (1993)). State law at the time was essentially identical, but instead made it
unlawful to have blood alcohol content of
0.10 or more (RCW 46.61.502(a) (1993)).
A panel of municipal judges held that this
difference was an unconstitutional conflict. The Supreme Court affirmed on statutory rather than constitutional grounds,
based on Title 46 RCW’s provision that
motor vehicle regulations be “uniform”
throughout the state.
In Chan v. City of Seattle (164 Wn.
FEB 2016
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App. 549, 265 P.3d 169 (2011), rev. denied 173 Wn.2d 1025 (2012)), the Court
of Appeals struck down a City of Seattle
Department of Parks and Recreation rule
prohibiting firearms on city property. The
rule did not carry a direct criminal penalty,
but withdrew permission to remain in city
parks, beaches, playgrounds, and the like
from anyone carrying a gun. The armed
individual, if they did not leave, could then
be prosecuted for criminal trespass. The

In 1994, 800,000 people were
slaughtered in 100 days in Rwanda. Twelve
years later, the United Nations was still
sorting out the legal issues involved
in this genocide. I was privileged
with a clerkship at that tribunal. My
involvement at the UN confirmed my

Passion to Fight Injustice.
But injustice isn’t always massive, and
it can happen anywhere. I recently
defended someone falsely accused
of domestic violence. At trial, the
complaining witness took the stand.
My rigorous cross-examination proved
the entire story was a lie. The judge
called a recess. The prosecution dismissed
the case. After months of hardship, my
client got justice.
– DEMETRI HELIOTIS
Attorney at Law

court held all of this ran squarely athwart
RCW 9.41.290, by which the State “fully
occupies and preempts the entire field of
firearms regulation,” permitting municipal regulation only as authorized.1
In Williams, there was a specific mismatch between what state and municipal
law permitted. In Chan, the city rule stumbled into territory entirely preempted by
the State. In both cases, overreach was
fatal to the municipal law. This is the head-

board of the iron bed.

Too Short! Municipalities Relying
on State Laws Adopted by
Reference May Be Left With
Nothing Beneath Their Feet

Since municipalities can run into trouble
drafting their own laws, how about borrowing state law wholesale? Just include
a section in the municipal code title something along the lines of “Revised Code of
Washington Statutes Adopted by Reference,” and list the desired RCWs. Surely
nothing could go wrong?
Well, first of all, there can still be conflict with state law, as happened in Republic v. Brown (97 Wn.2d 915, 652 P.2d 955
(1982)). In 1969, the Town of Republic adopted the State’s brand new DUI statute,
RCW 46.61.506 (1969). The statute, and
hence Republic’s ordinance, created a presumption that a blood alcohol content of
0.10 or more constituted intoxication, and
provided for a discretionary jail sentence.
But in 1979, the State Legislature amended
the RCW, making a driver with 0.10 blood
alcohol content conclusively guilty and
requiring a mandatory jail sentence. The
general rule is that an ordinance adopting
a statute by reference takes the statute as
it exists at the time of adoption. Republic
failed to update its ordinance, and so fell
into conflict with the new RCW. The conviction was overturned.
A municipality can address this problem by adopting a statute and further providing that amendments to the statute will
also amend the municipal code. However,
even this isn’t foolproof.
In Jenkins v. Bellingham Municipal
Court (95 Wn.2d 574, 627 P.2d 1316 (1981)),
the Supreme Court invalidated DUI charges formerly defined in RCW 46.61.506(1).
Bellingham and Everett had adopted that
statute by reference, as had the Model
Traffic Ordinance, Chapter 46.90 RCW.
The State Legislature subsequently deleted the DUI offense from RCW 46.61.506,
and embodied it in a new section.
The Model Traffic Ordinance adopted by both municipalities provided at
RCW 46.90.010 (1975):
The addition of any new section
to, or amendment or repeal of any
section in, this chapter by the legislature shall be deemed to amend
any city, town, or country ordinance
which has adopted by reference this
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chapter or any part thereof.

This comprehensive language had
the unfortunate effect of amending the
version of .506 adopted by the two cities — deleting the DUI offense — while
failing to add the new section, which appeared in a different RCW title. Though
the Legislature belatedly fixed this situation, at the time of arrest, there was no
ordinance in the cities of Everett and
Bellingham “making it unlawful to drive

while under the influence of intoxicants.” (Jenkins, 95 Wn.2d at 581).
Finally, and more prosaically, a municipality can simply neglect to adopt all the
RCWs it needs to prosecute an offense —
as happened in City of Auburn v. Gauntt
(174 Wn.2d 321, 249 P.3d 657 (2012)).
Auburn had adopted prohibitions on
marijuana and drug paraphernalia, and
charged the defendant under those laws.
However, it had failed to adopt the RCW
defining a penalty for marijuana or para-
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phernalia possession. “Since there was
no penalty attached, these city ordinances did not criminalize possession under
Washington law.” (Id. at 324).
Again, state law forms the iron bed’s
frame. In the preemption cases, municipal law exceeded its bounds. But in these
failed attempts to adopt state law, municipalities thought they stood on firm
ground, only to realize their feet didn’t
reach the foot of the bed.
The lesson, beyond “the law can go
awry in many, many ways,” depends on
the reader. City attorneys may want to
check that the laws they enforce align
with the State’s. They may also want to
keep an eye on new and pending legislation, so their municipality can stay
abreast of changes to criminal law. No
doubt this is a great deal of work, but otherwise there is a risk defendants could be
convicted based on defective laws, or that
the municipality could find itself unable
to prosecute despite a strong factual basis. Neither is desirable.
For defense attorneys with clients facing municipal prosecution, the lesson
is simpler. Even if a complaint or citation lists an RCW, the actual charge is
based on a municipal ordinance. Those
ordinances may be vulnerable. It may be
worth taking a few minutes, at the beginning of the case, to lay that ordinance on
top of corresponding state law — and see
how well it fits. NWL
Isham
Reavis
practices
complex
litigation
and defends
the accused
at Aoki Law
PLLC. He is
the chair of
the WSBA
Editorial Advisory Committee. He can be reached
at isham@aokilaw.com.

NOTE
1. As of this writing, a 2015 Seattle ordinance
taxing guns and ammunition sales was just
upheld as a tax, and therefore not a firearm
regulation in conflict with RCW 9.41.290.
We’ll see how things go on appeal.

The Erosion of Justice for All
JOHN McKAY Reflects on His Pro Bono

Service, the Justice Gap, and the
Promise Built into the Constitution

I

was fortunate to go to a law
firm right out of law school
that valued pro bono work.
There wasn’t a lot of preaching
about it. I understood I could
go down to the legal aid office
and meet with clients, something all of the lawyers I admired in the firm did regularly.
I did and I was hooked. At my firm,
I represented big corporations. While
that could be exciting, it was not as
rewarding as stopping an eviction that
was going to occur at 9 a.m. the next
morning. To this day, I believe volunteering for legal aid work connects
many lawyers to the reason we went to
law school in the first place: we want to
help people.
If anything, my commitment to legal
aid grows stronger, even though my role
has changed over time. I still like the idea
of representing real clients, especially
helping people who face some pretty awful injustices in their lives. In the nearly
35 years since I started volunteering at
Evergreen Legal Services, I’ve shifted
more of my time to being an advocate for
legal aid funding because it was obvious
that the resources are never adequate.
That’s why the recently released
2015 Washington Civil Legal Needs
Study Update (available at ocla.wa.gov)
is so depressing. We are only reaching
a fraction of the Washingtonians who
need our help, and the needs are growing exponentially.
We learn from the study that the average number of civil legal problems lowincome Washingtonians face in a year
has nearly tripled from 3.3 in 2003 to 9.3
today. We get a glimpse of how complex

and interrelated civil legal problems often are — and that they can carry longterm consequences.
An eviction is rarely a clear-cut landlord/tenant dispute. Some families can’t
make the rent because their child has an
insurmountable medical problem that
has taken them away from their job too
many days and cost them a paycheck.
Others are caught in abusive, violent
relationships and discover they’ve been
served an eviction notice from a landlord
who has seen the police on his property
too many times.
The 2015 Washington Civil Legal
Needs Study Update confirms that, despite our best efforts, we have a wide
and growing justice gap in our state.
In fact, more than three in four of lowincome Washingtonians face significant
civil legal problems and get no help at all.

John McKay
was the U.S.
Attorney for
the Western
District of
Washington
from 2001 until
he resigned
along with
eight other U.S.
Attorneys in 2007. A former White
House Fellow, McKay has served
as president of the Legal Services
Corporation in Washington, D.C., and
as litigation and managing partner at
Seattle law firms. He is a professor at
Seattle University School of Law.

People often know what’s happening to
them is wrong. They may even know it’s
against the law. Still, they are powerless
because they don’t have anyone to advocate for them.
In essence, this study judges the justice system in Washington state and it
gives it an extremely low grade — very
near failure, in my opinion. There is also
an irony within this study: the system
is not a failure for those who are able to
get help. In fact, 17% of the low-income
Washingtonians who got help with their
legal problems said their problem was
fully resolved.
People are seeing change in their
lives. We just don’t have enough of it.
So what can we do? I think it begins
with awareness. Let’s not fool ourselves
into thinking there’s equal justice for
all under the law — because there isn’t.
Injustice in our state takes many forms,
including racial discrimination and economic discrimination. The doors to the
courthouse are closed to the poor and
the powerless. We have to admit it and
confront it.
Government at all levels — local,
state and national — has to respond.
Washington has just one state-funded
civil legal aid attorney for every 10,783
low-income residents. That’s less than
half the nationally recognized minimum service level of one civil legal
aid attorney for every 5,000 eligible
residents.
The public and private sectors need to
work together to generate much-needed
dollars. Financial support for legal aid
doesn’t pay just for attorneys; it keeps the
lights on and makes it possible for staff to
screen eligible clients, so more of us can
volunteer our time.
And yes, lawyers have to volunteer
more to help those cast adrift in our complex world. I personally know the satisfaction that comes when I’ve been able
to help someone to overcome seemingly
unsolvable problems. When you are able
to help a young mother stay in her home,
escape a violent spouse or get the medical attention her child so desperately
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needs … that’s life-changing.
Finally, we have to reach people who
aren’t lawyers and encourage them to
speak up and say, “Not in my name. The
justice gap in Washington state is unacceptable.”
Whether you believe in small government or expansion of government, you
believe in having a justice system that’s
open and fair for everyone. That’s a bedrock American principle. Not a political
principle. It’s what everyone — from the
Constitution’s framers to Ronald Reagan
— believed in. And yet, today we’re witnessing the erosion of the proud American principle of justice for all.
Our court system must ensure that
people are being treated fairly and in accordance with the law. That is a promise
built into the Constitution and a promise
that must extend to all, no matter who they
are or what resources they have. Not to deliver on that promise is a colossal failure.
Let’s roll up our sleeves and get to
work. We can do better. NWL
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Options for
Non-Immigrant
Survivors of
Domestic
Violence

by Minal Ghassemieh
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n 2016, women and children are still being forced into
dark corners due to domestic violence. As a child survivor
of domestic violence, I am all too familiar with the feeling that a
certain violent incident was so bad that it can never get worse,
and then a few days later, it does. I was frightened by the social
stigma, wondering, “What will everybody think if my parents divorced?” Equally frightening was the knowledge that my father
kept a hunting rifle in his closet and he had never been hunting.
After 25 years of marriage, my mother made the brave decision to separate
from my father and break the cycle of violence that ruled our lives. It was certainly a cultural taboo in our South Asian community, but she stood tall and
was transparent as to the abuse, my father’s constant philandering, and his
relentless intimidation of women he identified as “weak,” including his own
mother-in-law and other members of our family.
We were fortunate that we are U.S. citizens and my mother was a working physician. Thus, our immigration status was not at stake nor did we
require financial assistance from my father after the separation and subsequent divorce.
Unfortunately, many non-immigrant1 women remain in abusive relationships because they are vulnerable as to their immigration status and fear
financial dependence on their abusers. Additionally, they may also fear law
enforcement agencies, thinking that if they complain, they will be deported.
These women often feel that they have no options available to escape their
abuser. As a U.S. immigration lawyer, I tell those non-immigrant women

that they do have options.
I recently provided counsel to three non-immigrant women, each of whom communicated severe
physical and emotional distress at the hands of
their abusive spouses. Each of them shared with me
their unfortunate circumstances: one was pushed
down a flight of stairs, another choked in front of
her children, and the third raped day after day. One
client, a young South Asian woman, has not reported the abuse, as she fears losing her non-immigrant
status in addition to backlash from her family, who
forced her into the marriage in the first place. The
other two recently cooperated with police when
their neighbors reported domestic disturbances
and arrested their spouses for DV assault.
Congress has enacted U Nonimmigrant Status
(U Visa)2 to provide immigration protection to individuals like my three clients, survivors of domestic violence. The purpose of the U Visa is to aid law
enforcement in the investigation and prosecution
of crimes of violence by providing immigration
relief to non-immigrants who assist in the investigation or prosecution. In fact, domestic violence is
just one of a list of crimes that qualify for U Visa
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protection. Other crimes include rape,
torture, trafficking, sexual assault, and
kidnapping. The benefits of having a
U Visa include employment authorization, protection from deportation, and
eligibility for lawful permanent residency (green card).
In order to be eligible for a U Visa, the
non-immigrant survivor (1) must suffer
“substantial physical or mental abuse” as
a victim of a qualifying crime; (2) must

possess information about the criminal
activity; (3) must help with the investigation or prosecution of the crime; and
(4) must be a victim of criminal activity
that occurred in the U.S. or violated a U.S.
law. Non-immigrant survivors may also
obtain derivative status for their parents,
spouses, children, and siblings.
Many non-immigrants are fearful
that reporting domestic violence will
result in removal from the U.S. or other

FURTHER RESOURCES
USCIS Certifying U Nonimmigrant Status
Factsheet. http://1.usa.gov/1SxYzVq
Immigration Legal Resource Center: U
Visa: Immigration Relief for Survivors of
Domestic Violence and Other Crimes. http://
bit.ly/1Z6k0SL
National Immigrant Family Violence Institute: The U Visa Training for Law Enforcement. http://bit.ly/1JVZ7NM
USDHS Improving the Process for Victims of
Human Trafficking and Certain Criminal Activity: The T and U Visa. http://bit.ly/1OxQKgP

negative repercussions. The U Visa
program is available to protect nonimmigrants from violence and encourage them to call law enforcement when
necessary. If you or a loved one is facing
this challenge, you can contact a U.S.
immigration lawyer. NWL
Minal Kode
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a U.S. immigration lawyer who
has focused
her practice on
non-immigrant
work visas,
family-based immigration and
humanitarian forms of relief including U Visas and asylum. She is the
managing partner of MG Law and of
counsel to the Law Offices of Terry
T. Preshaw in Everett. She currently
serves as board chair-elect of API
Chaya, a non-profit that serves survivors of domestic violence, sexual
assault, and human trafficking. She
resides in Sammamish with her
husband and two children and can
be reached at minalkode@gmail.
com or 206-351-6874.

NOTES
1. “Non-immigrant” refers to those individuals
without an immigrant visa, lawful permanent residency (green card), or those without any status, including but not limited to
refugees, those who overstayed after a visa
expired, or entered the country without inspection.
2. The requirements as I’ve listed are available on USCIS website at http://1.usa.
gov/1O984oz.
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Multi-State Law Practice
A Delicate Balancing Act

M

by Whitny Norton

embership in more than one bar association can be complicated and taxing.
You have CLE credits to worry about (and keeping track of the many ways to earn them), different reporting deadlines for those credits,
varying fees to pay, and different reporting requirements for pro bono service. Actively practicing law in two
different states is even more of a challenge. The rules of civil
procedure vary, there are innumerable nuanced local rules, and
states impose modified rules of professional conduct.
One of the great benefits of practicing law is the ability to
become a member of any state bar. Luckily, I was in the first
group of Washington State Bar admittees to take the Uniform
Bar Exam (UBE). As a recent bar admittee with a passing UBE
score, I was able to become a member of the Idaho State Bar
without taking another bar exam.
As of November 2015, 19 states have adopted the UBE.
States that administer the UBE, such as Washington and Idaho, typically allow attorneys to transfer their UBE score for
admission within a limited time after receiving their score.
But attorneys transferring their scores must apply for admission in the new state, and pass that state’s character and fitness examination, together with any other state-specific bar
admittance requirements.
Now that multi-state practice is becoming more attainable
nationwide, when actively practicing in more than one state,
it is important to keep the following practice pointers in mind.
As a civil litigator with many cases in state courts, these issues
inevitably arise as each state — and more specifically, each
county — operate using different rules and methods of practice.

Civil Rules

In most instances, during the first year of law school aspiring attorneys are taught the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. However,
state rules of civil procedure vary, often dramatically, from the
federal rules. As an attorney living and working in Spokane, with
its close proximity to the Idaho state line, I actively practice in
both Washington and Idaho. I quickly learned that there are important subtleties between the two states’ rules of civil procedure.
For example, in Idaho, if you file an answer or a general notice
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of appearance before filing a motion to dismiss based upon lack
of personal jurisdiction, insufficiency of process, or insufficiency of service of process, you waive these affirmative defenses
(IRCP 12(g)(1)). Whereas in Washington, the filing of a notice of
appearance alone (required in Spokane County under LCR 7(a))
does not waive a defendant’s right to challenge lack of jurisdiction over the person, insufficiency of process, or insufficiency of
service of process under CR 12(b), so long as the right to make
those challenges is reserved (CR 12).
Discovery procedures also differ between jurisdictions. Unlike Washington, Idaho requires a party to file a notice of service
with the court confirming service of discovery requests and
responses, such as interrogatories, interrogatory answers, and
requests for production of documents (IRCP 33(a)(5) & 34(d)).
Idaho also allows, but does not require, a party to file notice
of service after responding to requests for production (IRCP
34(d)). Washington does not have a similar requirement. Rather,
in Washington discovery mostly occurs only between the parties and largely without notice to the court.
There are also material differences between states’ pleading
standards. In Idaho, a jury demand may be included in a complaint and must be served not later than 14 days after service of
the last pleading directed to such issue (IRCP 38(b)). Failure to
timely file and serve a jury demand is a waiver of the right to a
jury (IRCP 38(d)). The state rules do not call for the payment of
a jury demand fee (IRCP 38). In contrast, in Washington, a jury
demand must be filed and served, and a jury fee must be paid,
before the case is set for trial (CR 38).
Further, unlike Washington, Idaho’s civil rules provide for a
scheduling conference, scheduling order, and pretrial process
(IRCP 16). Washington’s version of Rule 16 provides that the
court may direct the attorneys to appear for a pretrial conference (CR 16). However, counties in Washington often provide for
specific pretrial requirement via local rule.
For a litigator, these nuances are of the utmost importance.
Failure to recognize them can have a severe negative impact on
your client’s legal rights.

Local Rules

The variations among the local rules of Washington and Idaho

Young|New Lawyers

are too numerous to list here. While
multi-state litigators practicing in state
courts should always check a specific
court’s local rules, there are a few notable
variations between Washington and Idaho to keep in mind:
• Indexing sheets
• County court websites (countyspecific forms are often available
online)
• Page limits
• Filing requirements (e-filing, facsimile filing, etc.)
• Time limits for oral argument
• Service deadlines for specific motions
• Format of motions and other documents (e.g., one document vs. separate motion and memorandum)
• Judge’s copies (electronic, U.S. Mail,
or hand delivery)
• Proposed orders (file with motion,
present at hearing, or present at a
later date)
• Trial procedure

Local Bar Associations and
Professional Decorum

Practicing in various counties throughout different states exposes you to many
diverse communities and practices. I am
a member of my local county bar, the Spokane County Bar Association, which is a
vibrant and active bar association. I’ve
had the pleasure of practicing in numerous counties including both Ada County,
Idaho, the most populous county in the
state of Idaho, and Shoshone County,
Idaho, the sparsely populated county that
is home to the Silver Valley and a number
of inactive metal mines. The culture and
atmosphere of these two counties are immensely different.
But appearing in each county teaches
unique lessons. In Ada County, maneuvering through the large, highlyfunctioning courthouse is a momentary
challenge. In Shoshone County, the legal
community is tight-knit, and local attorneys are usually well-acquainted with
each judge and the necessary manner of
conducting motion practice and trial.
Despite their differences, I am particularly impressed by the collegiality of the
local attorneys in each county, and by the
professionalism, preparedness, and obvious dedication of the judges. Local bar
associations vary widely and learning to

Ethical Rules and Disciplinary
Bodies

WHEN JOINING A
STATE BAR, IT IS
IMPERATIVE THAT YOU
KNOW THE SPECIFIC
ETHICAL RULES OF
THAT STATE.

Last, but certainly not least, is the matter of rules of professional conduct. Each
state has its own rules of professional
conduct and each state has its own disciplinary body. When joining a state bar, it
is imperative that you know the specific
ethical rules of that state. It also doesn’t
hurt to familiarize yourself with the disciplinary process in that state.

Challenging but Fun
navigate and adapt is crucial when actively practicing law in more than one state.

Mandatory Continuing Legal
Education

Washington requires a total of 45 credits
every three years, six of which must be
ethics credits, whereas Idaho requires
a total of 30 credits every three years,
three of which must be ethics credits. In
Washington, there are a number of ways
to earn Mandatory Continuing Legal
Education (MCLE) credits. For example,
in addition to attending CLE courses, attorneys licensed in Washington can earn
MCLE credits by publishing legal works,
teaching law school courses, preparing to
present at a CLE, judging law school competitions, providing pro bono services,
or by mentoring in an MCLE-approved
mentoring program. In contrast, in Idaho,
only 15 MCLE credits may be self-study
credits and a maximum of six credits may
be obtained for publishing legal writings.
Active members of the WSBA with
their primary practice of law outside of
Washington, who are also members of a
comity state bar (Oregon, Idaho, or Utah)
need not duplicate their MCLE efforts.
Those attorneys can satisfy their Washington MCLE requirements by fulfilling
the MCLE requirements of a comity state.
A Comity Certificate of MCLE Compliance, which confirms the attorney’s satisfaction of the comity state’s continuing
education requirements, must also be
filed with the WSBA.
Likewise, an attorney licensed in Idaho
whose primary practice of law is outside
that state may comply with the Idaho
MCLE requirements by filing a Certificate
of Compliance. Unlike Washington, Idaho
accepts Certificates of Compliance from
all state bars except Alaska and Hawaii.

Practicing in more than one state can be
a fulfilling challenge. It’s a constant reminder of the importance of keeping up
to date on local rules and state-specific
rules of civil procedure. It also provides
the opportunity to appear before a number of different judges.
In addition, it brings an appreciation
of the differences in county bar associations, methods and styles of practice, and
the opportunity to meet and work with a
number of multifaceted attorneys. Last
but not least, actively practicing in more
than one state bar provides great travel
opportunities and many new experiences.
After all, we can’t work 24/7 and it is
important to take time to enjoy your surroundings when traveling for work. As a
self-proclaimed gastronome, I’ve thoroughly enjoyed my work-related travels:
I make a point of checking out a local
restaurant or two during my travels. And
when I have time, I also enjoy exploring
a local running trail or other outdoor
activity. With careful attention to detail,
multi-state practice can be an engaging
and rewarding experience. NWL
Whitny
Norton is an
associate at
the Spokanebased civil litigation firm of
Piskel Yahne
Kovarik, PLLC.
Her practice
focuses on
commercial
litigation, construction, and real
estate matters. Norton is the Washington Young Lawyer Committee
member representing the Greater
Spokane Region. She can be reached
at whitny@pyklawyers.com.
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Top Ten Ways
to Stand Out in
the Interview
Process
by Felix Neals
CONGRATULATIONS! You landed the inter-

view for the position you truly want! Now what?
You don’t just want to interview well, you want to stand out!
Before you can start “living the dream,” here are a few tips to
help you have your best interview ever.

1

Make yourself “leap” off the résumé.

Remember that the résumé, while it is a great summary of
your work history, is ultimately a tool designed to get you
the interview. You feel strongly that any organization would be
foolish not to hire you. So how do you show that? One way is to
highlight your skills by using the language of competencies.
This is taking your work experience and translating it into action words that help to create an image in the mind of the employer of you as an employee. Use words such as “enhanced,”
“organized,” and “demonstrated” to show your accomplishments and competencies.

2
©ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/TWILIGHTPRODUCTIONS

Be your authentic self … to a point.

Be your authentic self, professional yet real. Engage in true
conversation with your interviewer, resting on the preparation you did prior to coming to the meeting. Remember that
this is a conversation (not an interrogation!). Conduct several
trial runs with another person simulating the interview before
it actually occurs.

3

Present yourself as a solution to the
problem.

Make everything about them. Research their problems.
While it’s hard to do this if you don’t know the hiring manager,
do your due Internet research diligence. Have they been in the
news lately? Are they growing? Dig deep and see if you can find
something specific. Or start asking around, connecting with
current employees.
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4

Remember one interesting fact about
everyone you meet.

Typically, the interview process will involve more
than one visit to their office. While it is impressive to state
all that you know about the company, you can become more
memorable when you connect with the interviewers in a way
that values their relative position in the company. It shows
you are paying attention.

5

Be aware of their behavioral
presentation.

Be prepared to match the general mood of the interviewer; if they are professional and staid, this is probably
not the best time to tell a few jokes. Take note of the general
mood of the organization as well.

6

Perform the job in the interview.

Thoroughly research the job and understand how it
fits into the organization. When giving answers to
interview questions, think about the job duties, skills, and
responsibilities that the job calls for. Use key words from the
job description to articulate your answers to interview questions. When describing your previous accomplishments,
explain them in a way that demonstrates your ability to perform the responsibilities for the current position.

7

Remember that it is not just about your
experience.

You are extremely qualified, have terrific application
materials, and a great targeted résumé. What else do you
need? Be mindful of your soft skills and remember you are
being evaluated just as much for your likability as you are
for your capability. Also known in the industry as “cultural
fit,” these soft skills relate to a person’s ability to interact ef-

fectively with coworkers and customers
and are broadly applicable both in and
outside the workplace. You can demonstrate these soft skills during the interview by highlighting strengths such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Your work ethic
Positive attitude
Communication skills
Time management
Self-assuredness

8

Don’t forget the attire.

Hiring managers need to be
able to visualize you in the position they are trying to fill. There is
significant research indicating that
first impressions are usually formed
within the first 30 seconds. Appearance, therefore, not only affects hiring
decisions but can play a major role.
Dress to impress. While many office
environments have shifted to business
casual attire, a professional look is still
important. Suits are still the standard
and should be worn for the interview.
Be well groomed, lay off the perfume
or cologne, and polish your shoes. Everything counts!

9

after the interview concludes and follow up with an email or thank you
note to those involved in the interview
process. Make sure you are aware of
the next steps. Ask for clarification if
needed. Don’t hesitate to restate why
you are the perfect candidate for the
job. Take note of any difficult questions asked during the interview.
They may come up again in one form
or another as you (hopefully) advance
through the interview process. Don’t
stop looking. Apply for other positions and go to interviews while you
are waiting for a reply. NWL
Felix Neals
is the WSBA
senior HR
specialist. He
can be reached
at felixn@wsba.
org.
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is looking for a
few good writers.

Get published!
See your name in lights (well, in ink,
anyway) in NWLawyer! If you have
an article of interest to Washington
lawyers or a topic in mind, we’d love
to hear from you. Need a topic? We
have a list of subjects we’d like to
cover. For a how-to guide on writing
an article for NWLawyer, email
nwlawyer@wsba.org. NWLawyer
relies almost entirely on the
generous contribution of articles
from WSBA members and others.

Questions? Contact nwlawyer
@wsba.org.

Practice, practice,
practice.

Don’t wing it or rely solely on
your professional skill set. Enlist
someone to play the role of interviewer. Work with them to fine-tune
your approach and make adjustments
as you identify areas of improvement.
Also, remember these tips:

• Learn all you can about the organization in advance.
• Watch people being interviewed on
television — take note of what works.
• Create one intriguing statement
about yourself in order to answer the
quintessential “tell us about yourself” question.
• Memorize a few short quotes and
have them ready. They can help you
respond articulately to virtually any
question.
• Research tough interview questions
and provide them to your interview
helper.

10

When the interview
concludes …

Say thank you. Say it right
FEB 2016
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KEY
CONCEPTS
FOR JURY
SELECTION
by Paul Luvera
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you don’t know where you’re going, you’ll
1 Ifprobably
end up somewhere else.
Motivational speaker Zig Ziglar was fond of saying this to his
audiences and it is equally applicable to jury selection. Before
starting, we need to know what our goal is. The ultimate goal
for jury selection should be to create open, frank, and nonjudgmental discussion which reveals information about the
juror. The objective is to learn jurors’ deeply believed values,
their significant past life experiences, and their attitudes
about the relevant issues in the case. These are the things
that determine how people make decisions. You want to end
up with a bonded group without significant bias.

In jury selection, and throughout the trial,
2
be yourself, not your idea of what somebody thinks you should be.
To be great trial lawyers, we need to learn to be fearlessly
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authentic. Jurors search for someone they can trust and
who can lead them honestly through the process. Authenticity requires vulnerability, transparency, and integrity. We
all have the ability to sense someone who is not authentic,
someone who is guarded, and someone who is pretending to
be something they are not. We know that first impressions
make lasting impressions. Jury selection is the first time
trial lawyers involve themselves directly with the jury. The
impression we make is likely the impression the jurors will
have for the entire trial.

not fair to ask of others what you are
3 Itnotis willing
to do yourself.
Those words of Eleanor Roosevelt apply to jury selection. The
well-known principle of psychology called reciprocity provides that we feel obligated to give something in return when
we are given something as a favor. In jury selection, reciprocity means if we want jurors to be motivated to share with us,

we should first share with them.
Our sharing might be something
as simple as truthfully saying to
the jurors: “As many times as I have
talked to jurors at the start of a trial,
I still feel nervous. I’m wondering
whether any of you might be feeling
nervous, too.” Try acknowledging
your own feelings before asking jurors to share theirs.

Three things cannot be
4
hidden: The sun, the
moon, and the truth.
Buddha said this about honesty. As
advocates, we should be truthful and
honest with jurors not only because it is
ethically right, but because it creates a
favorable impression about our honesty
and trustworthiness. Jurors are looking for someone they can trust. When
we truthfully share “the good, the bad,
and the ugly” about the issues in our
case we promote an attitude of trust on
the part of the jurors.
It also benefits us regarding the
principle of deconditioning. The more
we are exposed to negative information
about a subject, the weaker reaction to
it becomes. Certainly, we need to frame
the information in the best possible
light, but honesty, in this regard, carries its own rewards.

Finding good players is
5
easy. Getting them to
play as a team is another
story.

Manager Casey Stengel said this about
baseball and it applies to jury selection as well. You are not dealing with
individuals who will act independently.
We are creating a small group that will
function together. The dynamics of the
group will be determined by the characteristics of the people involved. We
cannot ignore group dynamics and the
impact it has on the final outcome. No
juror reaches a verdict alone. Be aware
of how the group is being created in
jury selection. While we can’t rely on
stereotypes, there are some general
personality types to be alert for:
Leaders. Leaders are capable of taking over a small group and controlling
it. There is no way of knowing what

leaders will do once the jury room door
closes for deliberations.
Pro-authoritarians. These are
people who are deferential to authority.
They are likely to be deferential to police officers, physicians, and other people they feel should be obeyed. Their
attitude is part of their value system no
matter how much assurance they give
about being able to be objective.
People with a personal agenda.

These are jurors with strong, inflexible views. They sometimes can be
“stealth” jurors who misrepresent or
remain silent about their attitudes because they want to be on the jury to enforce their views. They may not always
be objective.
Neutrals. These are people who
have no strong value bias or life experiences that would influence their view of
your specific case. They are generally
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objective thinkers and are generally
safe jurors.
Followers. These are people who do
not like confrontation and tend to always go along with the majority’s will.
They are generally safe jurors.

One of the most sincere
6
forms of respect is actually listening to what another
has to say.

The most important rule of jury selection is to really listen to what the juror
says. We communicate that by our

body language and eye contact with the
speaker. When we do respond, we should
acknowledge what was said. Looking
down at notes or away from the juror,
even to make notes, signals you really
aren’t listening. Try not to take notes
during jury selection. Let someone else
take notes for you. There are excellent
software programs for this. You should
be fully involved with the jury.
The most important step in preparing for jury selection is to analyze your
case for key issues. These red flag issues
should include both positive and negative aspects of the case. Next, arrange

them in order of importance because
you may not have time to talk about all
of them in detail. Have a one-sheet outline of the issues, good and bad, about
your case ranked by priority of importance. Follow your outline to try to cover
the main issues.

You can make more
7
friends in two months by
becoming interested in other
people than you can in two
years by trying to get other
people interested in you.

When Dale Carnegie wrote those words
in 1936, he was not talking about jury
selection, but he could have been. Remember, jury selection is not a crossexamination, nor persuading the juror
you are right, nor an interrogation, but
rather a process encouraging discussion
to learn about the jurors.
We encourage discussion by stressing there are no right and wrong answers. Assure jurors that they will
not be judged adversely for speaking
truthfully. Try to get everyone to talk
about themselves or their views. Use
open-ended general questions, such as,
“Please tell us about that experience,”
or, “How do you feel about (subject)?”
or, “What are your thoughts about (subject)?” Involve the others by asking,
“How many of you agree?” followed by,
“Why?” Repeat the process for those
who disagree. Be nonjudgmental. Accept their views.

What you do speaks so
8
loud that I cannot hear
what you say.
Ralph Waldo Emerson was right. Our
nonverbal communication speaks louder than words. We subconsciously react
to nonverbal cues and behavior including posture, facial expression, eye, gesturing, and tone of voice. How we stand,
where we stand, and where we hold our
hands while talking to the jury communicate a great deal. Our stance should
be open, our arms uncrossed, and our
gestures congruent with what we are
saying. We need to honor the juror’s personal space by not getting too close. The
juror’s impression of us will be affected
by how loudly we speak, our tone, and
the pace of our speech. We tend to be-
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lieve self-confident and assured speakers but reject arrogance in word and appearance. Be conscious of all nonverbal
impressions.

your client even
9 Embrace
when he’s unlovable.
Advertisers understand that there is a
“halo” effect involved when they use
a celebrity to promote their products.
That is, the favorable opinion about the
celebrity tends to extend to what that
person is promoting. In the same way,
whatever favorable impression the jury
has about us extends to our client. We
can enhance a favorable impression of
our client by how we treat and involve
our client in the presence of the jury.

Paul N. Luvera is the founder of the Luvera Law Firm. In
2010, Luvera was inducted into the National Trial Lawyers
Hall of Fame and is the only member from Washington
state. His awards include 1985 Trial Lawyer of the Year;
2009 President’s Award; 2014 Pillar of Justice Award from
the Washington State Association of Justice; and the 2008
Gonzaga University Distinguished Alumni Award. He is a
fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers, the International Academy of Trial Lawyers, and the American Board of
Trial Advocates. He can be reached at paul@luvera.org.

basic principles
10 Apply
of human nature.
Keep in mind the basic characteristics
of human nature during jury selection.
For example, we know that once people
have taken a public stand on an issue
they are very slow to change it. This
fact of human nature can be useful in
obtaining sincere verbal assurances
without labeling them “promises or
commitments.”
In jury selection, we should frame
our case in basic themes and commonly accepted principles of conduct. We
know people look for rules when they
are trying to accomplish something
or solve problems. Our first question
about a new game is, “What are the
rules?” This is why the jury instructions are important to them.
Create the best possible impression
of your case and yourself. We know
trials can be struggles of impression
instead of logic. Human beings make
the majority of their decisions at a subconscious level and then give rational,
conscious reasons for their decision.
What influences our subconscious are
the impressions we form and those are
largely influenced by our strong values,
our significant past life experiences,
and our primitive brain’s drive for survival. Think impression and not logic
when framing your voir dire.
When in doubt, remember these six
words of Franklin D. Roosevelt: “Be sincere, be brief, be seated.” NWL
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Literary Lawyer

Probing for Sense
Beneath a Senseless
Seattle Crime
While the City Slept: A Love
Lost to Violence and a Young
Man’s Descent into Darkness
by Eli Sanders
2016; Viking Press; 336 pp.;
hardcover; $28

M

Reviewed by William L. Downing
any of the Puget Sound
region’s most distinctive
and
dramatic
geologic features are
closely observed by Eli
Sanders in his new book, While the City
Slept. Their appearance in these pages is
neither to serve as fill dirt nor solely to
provide a welcome oasis in the midst of
the sad tale being told.
Sanders captured a Pulitzer Prize in
2012 for his series in The Stranger about
a horrific crime against two women in
Seattle’s South Park neighborhood a few
years earlier. Lengthy court proceedings culminated in Isaiah Kalebu being convicted of the rape and murder of
Teresa Butz and the rape and attempted
murder of her fiancée Jennifer Hopper.
From those background facts flows this
book, but the book is very much more
than that suggests.
The winding Duwamish River of
South Park was carved by its currents.
Long-ago glaciers shaped the drumlins
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of West Seattle, and the hulking mass of
Mount Rainier, overlooking all, was born
of volcanic forces. Even the fault line
hidden beneath the city is no accident,
but rather a product of plate tectonics.
Those mini-lessons in earth science,
sprinkled throughout the book, give us
the comfort of something eminently
knowable. They serve as a poignant
counterpoint to the twin themes of the
book, matters that maddeningly, saddeningly, defy explanation: how one human could come to so savagely attack
two total strangers and what, if anything, could have prevented it.
Sanders traces two life trajectories,
one trending up and the other down.
As young people should, Teresa and
Jennifer bounce around a bit before
finding themselves and each other and
settling into a cozy red house in South
Park. Meanwhile, Isaiah is a young man
descending ever deeper into a mental
health crisis that turns his previously
supportive family against him — and
him against the world. Into a window of
that little red house, he would crawl to
work his nightmarish mayhem.
Sanders writes with an uncommon
empathy for everyone who had a part
to play in this tragedy — not just Teresa
and Jennifer and Isaiah, but each neighbor, relative, police officer, and judge involved. He recognizes that none had an
easy row to hoe and treats each of them
with fairness and sensitivity.
Of course, Teresa and Jennifer become the realest of the real and no reader could fail to identify as they are depicted facing their personal challenges
and dreams. In particular, Sanders masterfully presents the voice of Jennifer,
the voice of all victims, and indeed, all
humanity, when she demands the affirmation that is her due. Like Coleridge’s
Ancient Mariner and wedding guest,
Jennifer and we have no options. As
Sanders puts it, “This happened. You
must listen.” As writing, this section of
the book is brilliant; it is compelling and
it is true. The iron resolve and ultimate
transcendence are Jennifer’s, but Sanders has given her voice power.
Digging for sense beneath the senseless is not a fool’s errand, especially in
Sanders’ hands. At the tricky intersection of mental health and public safety,
this book raises the right questions and
the author is wise enough not to pre-

sume to know any easy answers. Our
society cherishes individual freedom
and would never tolerate a government
that shipped individuals off to camps
for “re-education.” At the same time, our
culture treasures the sanctity of each
individual human life and professes a
desire to protect them.
Finding the balancing point between
these principles is like trying to tune
in a radio station on a late-night crosscountry drive. What matters is that we
keep trying, that we do not abandon our
commitment to finding the right tune,
elusive though it may remain. This is
precisely why this book is important.
Putting such a human, even familial,
face on the people whose lives are at
stake helps everyone — glacial legislators, volcanic judges, meandering lawyers, and strata of voters — to remember
the bedrock that underlies our ideals.
On both a human level and a policy
level, While the City Slept makes a vital
contribution and deserves a wide and
receptive readership.
William L.
Downing
has been a
King County
Superior Court
judge since
1989. He is the
longtime chair
of the state’s
Bench-Bar-Press Liaison Committee,
co-chair of its Pattern Jury Instructions Committee, and is the author
of nine cases for the YMCA High
School Mock Trial Competition.

UP AND COMING
Negotiator

by Philip J. Bigger
(available March
1); Hesperus
Press; 320 pp.;
paperback; $19
This biography of
attorney James B.
Donovan, who was
recruited by the

CIA to broker near-impossible Cold
War negotiations, was the basis for
Steven Spielberg’s forthcoming film,
Bridge of Spies. Donovan joined the
U.S. Navy during WWII and at the
end of the war was charged with collecting and recording evidence of
Nazi atrocities, which transitioned
into his role as a prosecutor at the
Nuremburg trials. After returning
to private practice in the U.S., Donovan defended the captured Russian
spy Rudolph Abel, and then became
involved in international politics as
he attempted to secure the release of
captured American U-2 pilot Francis
Gary Powers with the CIA’s behindthe-scenes approval. Later, he negotiated directly with Fidel Castro over
the treatment of prisoners from the
Bay of Pigs. Donovan also ran for the
Senate and became president of the
Pratt Institute art school in New York.
A larger-than-life figure in his day,
Donovan has been mostly overlooked
by history — though that’s likely to
change when the movie comes out.

Lawyers,
Liars, and
the Art of
Storytelling:
Using Stories
to Advocate,
Influence,
and Persuade

Explicit and
Authentic Acts:
Amending
the U.S.
Constitution
1776–2015

by David E. Kyvig
(available Feb. 28);
University Press
of Kansas; 624 pp.;
paperback; $35

This award-winning landmark study
of the process of amending the U.S.
Constitution is being re-released with
a new afterword in honor of the 225th
anniversary of the Bill of Rights.
This comprehensive survey covers
the Constitutional amendments of
the past two centuries and their significant impact on U.S. history. More
than 10,000 amendments have been
proposed, but only 33 received the re-

Sex Offenses

Require a Dedicated Defense

The Best Defense. Always.
Refer with Confidence.

by Jonathan
Shapiro
(available
Feb. 7);
American Bar Association; 300 pp.;
paperback; $20

Attorneys know the importance of
creating a compelling narrative to
make their case. Jonathan Shapiro —
a former federal prosecutor and law
professor turned award-winning TV
writer, producer, and author — shows
you how to use stories to get your
message across. Part writing guide
and part memoir, the book blends storytelling lessons with juicy anecdotes
from Shapiro’s years in trial practice
and television writing for shows like
The Blacklist, Boston Legal, and The
Practice.

Newton & Hall, Attorneys at Law, PLLC
is a Full Service, Criminal Defense Firm.

Call Us.
S King County 253-859-4600
Seattle
206-264-1200
Tacoma
253-383-1300

NewtonandHall.com
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Literary L awyer provides a
venue for WSBA members and
others to discuss law-related books
and books not-so-law-related. Your
book reviews are welcome. Email
nwlawyer@wsba.org with your
review or to request a guide on
how to write one. This column is
edited by WSBA Communications
Specialist/Writer/Editor Stephanie Perry, who can be reached at
stephaniep@wsba.org.
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quired two-thirds approval from both
houses of Congress, and only 27 have
been ratified into law by the states.
Kyvig analyzes the periods of greatest amendment activity during the
1790s, 1860s, 1910s, and 1960s; and
the historical consequences of failed
amendments on slavery, alcohol prohibition, child labor, New Deal programs, school prayer, equal rights for
women, abortion, balanced budgets,
term limits, and flag desecration. NWL

Write for WSBA’s
award-winning
blog, NWSidebar.
For more
information,
contact
blog@wsba.org.

Ethics

Danger Zone

Business Deals with Clients

T

he Rules of Professional
Conduct do not prohibit
lawyer-client
business
transactions outright. At
the same time, the applicable
rule — RPC 1.8(a) — sets very high standards for the lawyer or firm involved.
Courts have also long closely scrutinized
lawyer-client business transactions —
with the Washington Supreme Court
describing them on more than one occasion as “prima facie fraudulent” (see, e.g.,
In re McGlothlen, 99 Wn.2d 515, 525, 663
P.2d 1330 (1983)). Despite their inherent
risks, lawyer-client business transactions
occur in both good times and bad. When
the economy is hot, lawyers may take
stock in lieu of fees from promising startup clients. When it’s not, lawyers may be
forced to take additional security from
clients struggling with fees long overdue.
In this column, we’ll look at three
facets of lawyer-client business transactions. First, we’ll survey the parameters
of the rule. Second, we’ll discuss the
standards that lawyers must meet when
engaging in a lawyer-client business
transaction. Finally, we’ll outline the consequences that lawyers face if they don’t
meet the standards involved.

©ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/ERHUI1979

Parameters of the Rule

RPC 1.8(a) includes two broad categories
of lawyer-client business dealings: “business transactions” and the acquisition of
“ownership, possessory, security or other
pecuniary interests adverse to a client[.]”
They are framed in the disjunctive and,
therefore, both do not need to be present
for the rule to be triggered.
Business transactions cover a wide
spectrum of lawyer-client deals, ranging
from loans from the client to the lawyer
(see, e.g., In re McMullen, 127 Wn.2d 150,
896 P.2d 1281 (1995)) to purchasing a
house out of the estate of a probate client (see, e.g., In re McGlothlen, 99 Wn.2d

by Mark J. Fucile

515). The rule also applies under RPC 5.7
to transactions involving a law firm affiliate selling ancillary services to a client.
Standard commercial transactions, however, are generally exempted by Comment 1 to RPC 1.8. Examples of this exclusion include having a checking account
at a bank client or buying electric power
from a utility client.
Ownership, possessory, or security
interests cover an equally wide spectrum of lawyer-client arrangements,
ranging from a law firm’s investment
in a client’s business (see, e.g., Holmes
v. Loveless, 122 Wn. App. 470, 94 P.3d
338 (2004)) to a joint venture between
a lawyer and the client (see, e.g., In re
Corporate Dissolution of Ocean Shores
Park, Inc., 132 Wn. App. 903, 134 P.3d
1188 (2006)).
Comment 1 to RPC 1.8 notes that
the rule “does not apply to ordinary fee
arrangements between client and lawyer[.]” That said, three important qualifiers are in order. First, Comment 1 goes
on to apply the rule when “the lawyer accepts an interest in the client’s business
or other nonmonetary property as payment of all or part of a fee.” Second, Com-

ment 16 to RPC 1.8 applies the rule when
a lawyer acquires “by contract a security
interest in property other than that recovered through the lawyer’s efforts in . . .
litigation[.]” Third, a modification of a fee
agreement that brings with it security for
fees already owed invokes the rule (see
Valley/50th Avenue, L.L.C. v. Stewart, 159
Wn.2d 736, 153 P.3d 186 (2007)).
For the rule to apply, generally
there must be a current attorney-client
relationship. In Rafel Law Group PLLC
v. Defoor, 176 Wn. App. 210, 308 P.3d
767 (2013), and DKS Ventures, LLC v.
Kalch, 2011 WL 4829724 (E.D. Wash.
Oct. 12, 2011) (unpublished), for example, the courts involved concluded
that no attorney-client relationships
existed and, therefore, RPC 1.8(a) did
not apply. But the rule applies even
with prospective clients under Comment 1 to RPC 1.8 when the lawyer or
firm is taking stock or other nonmonetary property in lieu of fees. The concurring opinion in Rafel notes that the
Washington Supreme Court has not
yet addressed whether RPC 1.8(a) applies when a lawyer is negotiating with
a prospective client over security for
fees not yet incurred. WSBA Advisory
Opinion 2209 (2012) makes the same
point and recommends meeting the requirements of the rule in this circumstance as a “best practice.”

Standards

RPC 1.8(a) sets out the three basic standards that must be met for a lawyer-client
business transaction to pass muster:
(1) the transaction and terms on
which the lawyer acquires the interest are fair and reasonable to the
client and are fully disclosed and
transmitted in writing in a manner
that can be reasonably understood
by the client;
(2) the client is advised in writing of the desirability of seeking and
is given a reasonable opportunity to
seek the advice of an independent
lawyer on the transaction; and
(3) the client gives informed consent, in a writing signed by the
client to the essential terms of the
transaction and the lawyer’s role in
the transaction, including whether
the lawyer is representing the client
in the transaction.
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Whether a transaction is “fair” will
be assessed over the life of the deal.
In Holmes v. Loveless, 122 Wn. App.
470, for example, the Court of Appeals
refused further enforcement of a business deal that had generated roughly
$380,000 for the lawyers involved
over 30 years for an original $8,000
discount in their fees. The Supreme
Court has also added that the sophistication of the client does not excuse
the disclosures required (see, e.g., In
re Miller, 149 Wn.2d 262, 280, 66 P.3d
1069 (2003); Valley/50th Ave., L.L.C. v.
Stewart, 159 Wn.2d at 745-46). When
the lawyer is also providing legal advice on the matter involved, Comment
3 to RPC 1.8 emphasizes that the lawyer’s disclosure must also include “the
risks associated with the lawyer’s dual
role as both legal adviser and participant in the transaction[.]”
For lawyers and their firms thinking about doing a business transaction
with a client, ABA Formal Ethics Opinion 00-418 should be on their reading
list. The opinion, which was issued
when investing in clients was becoming more prominent during the “dotcom bubble,” focuses on taking stock
in lieu of fees. While not a “cookbook,”
it contains sound practical advice both
for complying with the professional
rules and lessening (but not eliminating) the risks involved.

Consequences

With any conduct that the Supreme
Court has labeled “prima facie fraudulent,” it should not be surprising that
regulatory discipline is a common
sanction for lawyers who do not meet
the high bar for lawyer-client business
transactions. Discipline, however, is
not the sole remedy available. Because
the conflict rules involved reflect the
underlying fiduciary duty of loyalty, the
clients affected may also have a breach
of fiduciary duty claim against the lawyer — with both damages and fee disgorgement possible (see, e.g., Cotton v.
Kronenberg, 111 Wn. App. 258, 44 P.3d
878 (2002)).
In LK Operating, LLC v. Collection
Group, LLC, 181 Wn.2d 48, 331 P.3d
1147 (2014), the Supreme Court offered
a powerful reminder of another potential consequence: the business deal
involved may not be enforceable. Although that remedy is neither new nor
novel, the Supreme Court in LKO explained it in detail. The Supreme Court
noted (at 85) that it had “previously
and repeatedly held that violations of
the RPCs or the former Code of Professional Responsibility in the formation
of a contract may render that contract
unenforceable as violative of public
policy.” The Supreme Court stressed
that because the requirements of RPC
1.8(a) and the formation of the con-
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tract concerned are essentially woven
together, a lawyer-client business
transaction that does not meet the
standards of the rule is “presumptively” unenforceable. Although declining
to set a precise gauge for overcoming
the presumption, the Supreme Court
stressed (at 89) that a lawyer seeking
enforcement would need to demonstrate that the resulting contract does
not violate public policy:
“To justify a transaction with a client, the attorney has the burden of
showing: (1) there was no undue
influence; (2) he or she gave the
client exactly the same information or advice as would have been
given by a disinterested attorney;
and (3) the client would have received no greater benefit had he
or she dealt with a stranger.” (Citations omitted.)

If the lawyer cannot overcome the presumption, the Supreme Court in LKO
found that rescission is an appropriate
remedy.

Summing Up

Both the professional rules and the
courts view lawyer-client business
transactions with a sufficiently skeptical eye that lawyers should think long
and hard about whether to do a deal
with a client. If they do, it is critical that
they meet the very high standards imposed by both the rules and reviewing
courts. NWL
Mark Fucile, of
Fucile & Reising LLP, handles
professional
responsibility,
regulatory, and
attorney-client privilege matters
and law-firm-related litigation for
lawyers, law firms, and legal departments. He is chair of the WSBA
Committee on Professional Ethics,
a past member of the Oregon State
Bar’s Legal Ethics Committee, and
a member of the Idaho State Bar
Professionalism & Ethics Section.
He can be reached at 503-2244895 and mark@frllp.com.

OnBoard

WSBA BOARD OF
GOVERNORS MEETING
Nov. 13, 2015, Seattle
by Susan Strachan

A

PHOTOS BY TODD TIMMCKE

t its Nov. 13, 2015, meeting in Seattle, the WSBA
Board of Governors approved its 2016 Legislative Agenda, set a timeline for review
and discussion of the recommendations
produced by the Escalating Cost of
Civil Litigation Task Force, and passed
a resolution in recognition and support
for the 2015 Civil Legal Needs Study
Update that points to a growing need
for increased civil legal services for lowincome Washingtonians.
WSBA 2016 Legislative Agenda
and Sponsored Legislation
The 2016 Washington Legislative Session is a 60-day session and stakeholders are in agreement that the Legislature
has many issues to deal with, most notably the ongoing debate on how to fully
fund public K–12 education in light of
the McCleary decision.
In early November, the WSBA hosted
a Legislative Stakeholders Roundtable,
where it shared its legislative priorities,
consisting of two items: relationship
building and overall education of the
Legislature as to the WSBA’s mission.
By focusing on these two points, the
WSBA will position itself well for the
next biennium.
There is one bill, proposed by the
Business Law Section, that the WSBA
will work to pass in 2016 — Proposed
Corporate Act Revisions Antitakeover
Statute. This item is viewed as a “technical language cleanup” bill, and will
assist corporations that are formed with
dual-class stock structures. This type
of formation is common with tech companies, and the bill seeks to clarify language around definitions of “beneficial
ownership” and “acquiring person.”
It should be noted that all four
WSBA-sponsored bills passed in the

2015 session.
Escalating Cost of Civil Litigation
(ECCL) Task Force Report
The Board addressed how it will review

Clockwise from top left: The Board of Governors meet at the WSBA Conference Center in Seattle. WSBA
President Bill Hyslop presides over the meeting. The Board hears from the Legislative team (from r. to l.):
WSBA Legislative Affairs Manager Alison Grazzini, WSBA Legislative Committee Chair Martha Lantz, and
Eric DeJong of the WSBA Business Law Section, while Governor Andrea Jarmon and Governor Sean Davis
look on. Governor Phil Brady addresses a topic under discussion.

the ECCL Task Force’s recommendations. After discussion, it was agreed
that the Board would review the recommendations over a series of meetings to
ensure that membership and the legal
community have ample opportunity to
comment on the report. The schedule for
review is as follows:
Jan. 28–29, 2016, in Seattle
Initial Case Schedule
Judicial Assignment
Two-Tier Litigation
Mandatory Discovery Conference
Mandatory Disclosures
Proportionality and Cooperation
March 10, 2016, in Olympia
Presumptive Discovery Limits
E-discovery
Motions Practice
April 15–16, 2016, in Bremerton
Pretrial Conference
District Court

Alternative Dispute Resolution
June 3, 2016, in Seattle
First reading of Board Response
July 22–23, 2016, in Walla Walla
Final Action on Board Response
Law Clerk Program
Two issues related to the Law Clerk Program were addressed. The Law Clerk
Program, established pursuant to Admission to Practice Rule (APR) 6, is a
four-year program designed to provide
theoretical, scholastic, and clinical experience through a combination of work
and study with an experienced lawyer
or judge in lieu of attending law school.
Students who complete the program and
meet certain other requirements may
qualify to take the Washington State Bar
examination under APR 3.
Under previous direction from the
Board of Governors, stemming from
a denied appeal it issued to a law clerk
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candidate who sought to participate remotely, the Law Clerk Board presented
two proposed policy changes, one addressing virtual office/distant employment and a second addressing the Rule
6 employment waiver.
After many questions and much discussion, WSBA President Hyslop appointed a sub-committee to work with
the Law Clerk Board to further discuss
the issues and needs, and return with
recommendations supported by the Law
Clerk Board and the subcommittee of
the Board.
Resolution on 2015 Washington
State Civil Legal Needs Study
The WSBA Board of Governors unanimously approved a resolution in support
of the recent Washington State Civil Legal Needs Study compiled by the Office
of Civil Legal Aid. The resolution stated
in part:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED:
That the Washington State Bar As-

sociation is committed to increasing access to the justice system for
all persons in Washington State,
and that it supports and appreciates
the work of the Civil Legal Needs
Update Committee in its efforts to
identify and focus on the unmet civil legal needs of low income Washingtonians; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
That the Washington State Bar Association recognizes the time, dedication and hard work that went into
preparing the Updated Civil Legal
Needs Study and expresses its support and appreciation for these efforts and the excellent quality of the
updated report.

Washington Leadership Institute
(WLI) Community Service
Project
The 2015 fellows of the WLI presented
their community service project during lunch — a Bench Book and Resource
Guide for Special Immigrant Juvenile

Status (SIJS), a federal immigration
classification that puts certain undocumented youth on a path to become lawful
permanent residents. The fellows noted
that recent increases in unaccompanied
minors attempting to cross the U.S. border has led to increased awareness of the
need to assist these youth. The Bench
Book and Guide is a resource for the
court who may be handling these cases
for the first time. The guide includes
sample findings and orders, resources
for serving notice on parents residing
abroad, and additional resources. NWL
Susan
Strachan
is the WSBA
legal community outreach
specialist and
can be reached
at susanst@
wsba.org. For
more on the WSBA Board of Governors, see www.wsba.org/board.

Run for the WSBA
Board of Governors!
Nominations/applications are now
being accepted for five positions on
the Board. The open positions are for
District 2, District 9, District 10, and
At-large. Deadline is Feb. 16, 2016.
See p. 52 for more information.

www.wsba.org/board
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Disciplinary
Notices
These notices of imposition of disciplinary sanctions and actions are published pursuant to Rule 3.5(d) of the Washington Supreme
Court Rules for Enforcement of Lawyer Conduct. Active links to directory listings, RPC definitions, and documents related to the
disciplinary matter can be found by viewing the online version of NWLawyer at http://nwlawyer.wsba.org or by looking up the respondent in the lawyer directory on the WSBA website (www.wsba.org) and then scrolling down to “Discipline History.” As some
WSBA members share the same or similar names, please read all disciplinary notices carefully for names, cities, and bar numbers.

Disbarred

Resigned in Lieu of Discipline

Karl Wesley Kime (WSBA No. 41668, admitted 2009), of Coeur d’Alene, ID, was
disbarred, effective 4/09/2015, by order of
the Washington Supreme Court imposing
reciprocal discipline in accordance with an
order of the Supreme Court of the State of
Oregon. Joanne S. Abelson acted as disciplinary counsel. Karl Wesley Kime represented
himself. The online version of NWLawyer
contains a link to the following document:
The Washington Supreme Court Order.

Metrey Keo (WSBA No. 35172, admitted
2004), of Lynnwood, resigned in lieu of
discipline, effective 10/02/2015. The lawyer
agrees that he is aware of the alleged misconduct in disciplinary counsel’s Statement
of Alleged Misconduct and rather than
defend against the allegations, he wishes
to permanently resign from membership in
the Association. The Statement of Alleged
Misconduct reflects the following violations
of the Rules of Professional Conduct: 8.4(c)
Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit or Misrepresentation. Joanne S. Abelson acted as disciplinary
counsel. Metrey Keo represented himself.
The online version of NWLawyer contains a
link to the following document: Resignation
Form of Metrey Keo (ELC 9.3(b)).

Disbarred
Kent Gregory Kok (WSBA No. 29650, admitted 1999), of Bellingham, was disbarred,
effective 10/30/2015, by order of the
Washington Supreme Court. The lawyer’s
conduct violated the following Rules of
Professional Conduct: 1.15A (Safeguarding
Property), 1.15B (Required Trust Account
Records), 1.16 (Declining or Terminating
Representation), 5.3 (Responsibilities
Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants). Erica
Temple acted as disciplinary counsel. Kent
Gregory Kok represented himself. Donald
W. Carter was the hearing officer. The online
version of NWLawyer contains links to the
following documents: Disciplinary Board
Order; Stipulation to Disbarment; and
Washington Supreme Court Order.

Disbarred
Khanh Cong Tran (WSBA No. 30538,
admitted 2000), of Las Vegas, NV, was
disbarred, effective 10/30/2015, by order
of the Washington Supreme Court. The
lawyer’s conduct violated the following Rules of Professional Conduct: 1.15A
(Safeguarding Property), 1.15B (Required
Trust Account Records), 1.4 (Communication), 8.4(c) Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit or
Misrepresentation. Francesca D’Angelo
acted as disciplinary counsel. Khanh Cong
Tran represented himself. Julian C. Dewell
was the hearing officer. Timothy J. Parker
was the settlement hearing officer. The
online version of NWLawyer contains links
to the following documents: Disciplinary
Board Order; Stipulation to Disbarment; and
Washington Supreme Court Order.

Resigned in Lieu of Discipline
Kenneth K. Watts (WSBA No. 6435, admitted 1975), of Spokane, resigned in lieu of
discipline, effective 10/13/2015. The lawyer
agrees that he is aware of the alleged
misconduct in disciplinary counsel’s Statement of Alleged Misconduct and rather than
defend against the allegations, he wishes
to permanently resign from membership in
the Association. The Statement of Alleged
Misconduct reflects the following violations
of the Rules of Professional Conduct: 8.4(b)
Criminal Act and 8.4(i) Moral Turpitude, Corruption or Disregard for Rule of Law. Joanne
S. Abelson acted as disciplinary counsel.
Kenneth K. Watts represented himself. The
online version of NWLawyer contains a link
to the following document: Resignation
Form of Kenneth K. Watts (ELC 9.3(b)).

Suspended
Kathryn B. Abele (WSBA No. 32763, admitted 2002), of Mill Creek, was suspended for
one year, effective 9/03/2015, by order of
the Washington Supreme Court. The lawyer’s conduct violated the following Rules
of Professional Conduct: 3.4 (Fairness to
Opposing Party and Counsel), 3.5 (Impartiality and Decorum of the Tribunal), 8.4(b)
Criminal Act, 8.4(c) Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit or Misrepresentation, 8.4(d) Prejudicial
to the Admin of Justice, and 8.4(j) Violate a

Court Order. Sachia Stonefeld Powell and
Colin Folawn acted as disciplinary counsel.
Sam Breazeale Franklin represented the
respondent. William S. Bailey was the hearing officer. The online version of NWLawyer
contains links to the following documents:
Hearing Officer’s Decision; Disciplinary
Board Recommendation; and Washington
Supreme Court Order.

Suspended
Kathleen Greene Kilcullen (WSBA No.
16490, admitted 1986), of Ephrata, was
suspended for three months, effective
10/30/2015, by order of the Washington Supreme Court. The lawyer’s conduct violated
the following Rules of Professional Conduct:
1.3 (Diligence), 1.4 (Communication), 8.4(b)
Criminal Act, 8.4(c) Dishonesty, Fraud,
Deceit or Misrepresentation, 8.4(i) Moral
Turpitude, Corruption or Disregard. Sachia
Stonefeld Powell acted as disciplinary
counsel. Kurt M. Bulmer represented the
respondent. Joseph Nappi Jr. was the hearing officer. The online version of NWLawyer
contains links to the following documents:
Disciplinary Board Order; Stipulation to
Three-year Suspension; and Washington
Supreme Court Order.

Suspended
Mark Gene Obert (WSBA No. 27299, admitted 1997), of Salem, OR, was suspended for
nine months, effective 10/30/2015, by order
of the Washington Supreme Court imposing
reciprocal discipline in accordance with an
order of the Supreme Court of the State of
Oregon. For more information, see www.
osbar.org/publications/bulletin/15oct/
discipline.html. Joanne S. Abelson acted
as disciplinary counsel. Mark Gene Obert
represented himself. The online version of
NWLawyer contains a link to the following
document: The Washington Supreme Court
Order.

Suspended
Robert N. Windes (WSBA No. 18216, admitted 1988), of Ocean Springs, MS, was
suspended for three months, effective
10/30/2015, by order of the Washington SuFEB 2016
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preme Court. The lawyer’s conduct violated
the following Rules of Professional Conduct:
1.1 (Competence), 1.3 (Diligence), 1.4 (Communication). Sachia Stonefeld Powell acted
as disciplinary counsel. Robert N. Windes
represented himself. Ryan M. Terence was
the hearing officer. James S. Craven was
the settlement hearing officer. The online
version of NWLawyer contains links to the
following documents: Disciplinary Board
Order; Stipulation to Suspension, Conditions on Reinstatement and Probation; and
Washington Supreme Court Order.

Reprimanded
David Ray Ambrose (WSBA No. 13379,
admitted 1983), of Portland, OR, was reprimanded, effective 10/23/2015, by order of
the Washington Supreme Court imposing
reciprocal discipline in accordance with an
order of the Supreme Court of the State of
Oregon. For more information, see www.
osbar.org/publications/bulletin/15augsep/
discipline.html. Joanne S. Abelson acted as

disciplinary counsel. David Ray Ambrose
represented himself. The online version of
NWLawyer contains a link to the following
document: The Washington Supreme Court
Order.

Reprimanded
Aaron Lee Lowe (WSBA No. 15120, admitted 1985), of Spokane, was reprimanded,
effective 9/28/2015, by order of the hearing
officer. The lawyer’s conduct violated the
following Rules of Professional Conduct: 1.2
(Scope of Representation and Allocation of
Authority Between Client and Lawyer), 1.3
(Diligence), 1.4 (Communication), and 3.2
(Expediting Litigation). Natalea Skvir acted
as disciplinary counsel. Aaron Lee Lowe
represented himself. Linda D. O’Dell was
the hearing officer. James M. Danielson was
the settlement hearing officer. The online
version of NWLawyer contains links to the
following documents: Order on Stipulation
to Reprimand and Probation; Stipulation to
Discipline; and Notice of Reprimand.

AMICUS

l
Judicia

Get involved!

Reprimanded
John C. Moore (WSBA No. 21880, admitted
1992), of Lake Oswego, OR, was reprimanded, effective 9/17/2015, by order of
the Washington Supreme Court imposing
reciprocal discipline in accordance with an
order of the Supreme Court of the State of
Oregon. For more information, see www.
osbar.org/publications/bulletin/15augsep/
discipline.html. Joanne S. Abelson acted
as disciplinary counsel. John C. Moore
represented himself. The online version of
NWLawyer contains a link to the following
document: The Washington Supreme Court
Order.

Transferred to Disability Inactive
Status
N. Antonio Hill (WSBA No. 17669, admitted
1988), of Federal Way, was by stipulation
transferred to disability inactive status,
effective 11/09/2015. This is not a disciplinary action. NWL
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ethics

Learn about open positions on the
WSBA website: www.tinyurl.com/
WSBAvolunteers. Applications will be
accepted until March 1. Most
positions begin October 1.

In Remembrance
This In Remembrance section contains
brief obituaries of WSBA members.
The list is not complete and contains
only those notices that the WSBA
has learned of through newspapers,
magazine articles, trade publications, and correspondence. Additional
notices will appear in subsequent
issues of NWLawyer. Please email
notices or personal remembrances to
nwlawyer@wsba.org.

Theresa A. Allman
Theresa Allman was born in Washington,
D.C., and grew up in northern Virginia.
She received her undergraduate degree
from the University of Washington and
her law degree from Seattle University
School of Law. After interning at The
Defender Association during her senior
year of college, Allman joined them as legal intern supervisor and spent her entire
career of over 20 years there. In 2009,
she was named Outstanding Mentor by
the King County Bar Association Young
Lawyers Division, and in 2012, she was
named Outstanding Lawyer by the King
County Bar Association.
Theresa Allman died July 16, 2015, at
the age of 48.
Brian P. Barndt
Brian Barndt was born in Santa Rosa, CA.
He received his undergraduate degree
from Santa Clara University and his law
degree from Gonzaga University School
of Law after serving in the U.S. Army
during the Vietnam War. He was a patent attorney with Texas Instruments for
over 25 years. He enjoyed playing golf,
traveling, history, and music, particularly
because of the people he met through
these activities.
Brian Barndt died April 27, 2015, at
the age of 69.
Duncan A. Bayne
Duncan Bayne was born in Northampton, MA, and lived in New York City as
a child before moving with his family
to Seattle. He served for two years in
the U.S. Navy before returning to the
University of Washington for his undergraduate and law degrees. He clerked
for a year at the Washington Supreme
Court, and in 1969, he joined the firm
now known as Davis, Wright, Tremaine.
After retiring in 1989, he served as a
trustee for the Casey Family Programs,

a Seattle-based national operating foundation focused on foster care and child
welfare. He was a featured baritone with
the Seattle Gilbert & Sullivan Society,
volunteered with the Washington Talking Book and Braille Library and Habitat
for Humanity, and loved model trains
and military history.
Duncan Bayne died Sept. 28, 2015, at
the age of 76.
Judge Robert C. Bibb
A Seattle native, Robert Bibb studied
pre-law at the University of Washington
until WWII. He joined the U.S. Army and
served for three years, receiving a Purple Heart and Bronze Star before being
discharged as a captain. He received his
law degree from the University of Washington School of Law and soon afterward
moved to Arlington to open the law firm
Bibb & Bailey. He was a city attorney
and a part-time judge for the Cascades
District Court, a volunteer firefighter,
and chair of the Arlington School Board
and Snohomish County Bar Association. In 1974, he was appointed to the
Snohomish County Superior Court and
was re-elected for five terms; he was also
the court’s first administrative judge.
In the 1990s, he was part of a group of
judges allowed into Cuba to study the
country’s judicial system. In 2000, he
helped create the Snohomish County
Guardianship Monitoring Program, a
volunteer organization that keeps track
of non-professional guardians and their
wards. In his free time, he enjoyed hiking in the Cascades or sailing on his
boat, Decision.
Judge Robert Bibb died July 1, 2015,
at the age of 92.
William G. Boland
William Boland received his undergraduate degree from Seattle University and
his law degree from the University of
Washington School of Law. He practiced
at the Washington Attorney General’s
Office, representing the Washington
State Department of Transportation,
where his career spanned several decades and the terms of four attorneys
general. Nationally recognized for his
work in construction law, he was a leader
in developing the use of alternative dispute resolution procedures for highway
construction claims, most notably in the
settlement regarding the sinking of the
I-90 bridge in 1990. He loved animals,
especially his cats, and enjoyed reading,

fishing, and golf.
William Boland died April 23, 2015,
at the age of 82.
Catherine S. Burnham
Catherine Burnham was a member of
the Washington State and King County
bars. She earned a B.S. from Brigham
Young University in 1981 and graduated from Seton Hall Law School in New
Jersey in 1992. While in law school,
she worked at the juvenile justice clinic
in Newark, NJ, representing troubled
teenage youth. She clerked for a New
Jersey judge for one year before coming
to Washington in 1993. She practiced
part-time in Redmond and Kirkland in
private practices, mainly focusing on
juvenile law, guardianships, wills and
estates, and civil litigation. She was a
full-time mother to four children, working while the children were in school
and late at night. Catherine worked tirelessly and anonymously as a pro bono
advocate for children, at-risk teens, and
young adults, as well as for less fortunate senior clients.
Catherine Burnham died Dec. 3,
2015, at the age of 56.
Frank R. Chastek
Frank “Dick” Chastek grew up in Spokane and attended St. Augustine’s parochial school and Gonzaga Prep. He
earned his J.D. from Gonzaga University School of Law. He practiced as a
tax attorney in Washington, D.C., and in
Spokane. He later owned and operated
Spokane Airways FBO on the campus of
Spokane International Airport. He was a
founding member of the Big Brothers organization in Spokane and a member of
the Gonzaga Glee Club. Chastek loved
fishing, hunting, traveling, and especially flying. He was a pilot of the Civil
Air Patrol.
Frank Chastek died Nov. 14, 2015, at
the age of 82.
Michael Ditchik
Michael Ditchik attended the Wharton
School at the University of Pennsylvania, received a B.A. from SUNY–
Binghamton, and earned his J.D. from
Boston University School of Law. His
practice focused on family law with
an emphasis on collaborative dispute
resolution. He was a strong advocate
for the citizens of Normandy Park and
served as the legislative chair of the
Marvista PTSA. He loved cycling, skiFEB 2016
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ing, tennis, paint ball wars, reading,
sunflowers, practical jokes, and playing
Call of Duty.
Michael Ditchik died Nov. 24, 2015,
at the age of 53.
Nathan L. Fudge
Nathan Fudge was born in Seattle and
graduated from Liberty High School.
He earned his undergraduate degree at
Gonzaga University, his law degree from
Fordham University School of Law, and
an LL.M. in international business law at
the University of Leiden in the Netherlands. Most recently, he joined AIRTEST,
where he revolutionized the flow of information throughout the organization
— as counsel, he provided guidance
on contract, HR, and insurance issues.
As a fervent reader and avid traveler,
Fudge was an exemplary travel companion, having explored over 30 countries
through the lenses of history, food, and
adventure.
Nathan Fudge died Oct. 15, 2015, at
the age of 31.
Don Isham Jr.
Don Isham Jr. was born in Seattle and
graduated from Seattle Prep. He attended the University of Washington
and earned a B.A. in political science,
working summers at a Ballard lumber
mill and as a seaman in the Merchant
Marines. He was a carrier fighter pilot
in the U.S. Navy and served in the U.S.
Navy Reserve. He retired from military
service in 1982 with the rank of captain.
In 1960, he entered the University of
Washington School of Law, receiving
his J.D. in 1963. He had a private practice until retiring in 2010. Isham was a
member of the Northgate Rotary Club,
the caribou hunting and fishing club,
and the National Rifle Association. He
gave generously to charities assisting
Native Americans.
Don Isham Jr. died Sept. 9, 2015, at
the age of 81.
Eugene H. Knapp
Born in Seattle, Eugene Knapp was a
fourth-generation Washingtonian. He
attended the University of Washington
School of Law earning his J.D. He practiced law in Seattle for over 20 years
before moving to Orcas Island in 1979.
He served as the San Juan prosecuting
attorney, on the San Juan City Council,
and other boards throughout the area.
Knapp was a competitive handball play-
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er and enjoyed hiking.
Eugene Knapp died Oct. 18, 2015, at
the age of 85.
Donald P. Krainess
Donald Krainess was born in New York,
NY. He attended Columbia Law School.
His career included work with the Union
Oil Company, the Government of Guam,
and the Internal Revenue Service. More
recently, he served as an administrative
law judge with the Social Security Administration. Krainess often spent his
free time volunteering in his local community and enjoyed plays, restaurants,
and traveling with his family.
Donald Krainess died Aug. 3, 2015, at
the age of 86.
Patricia B. Latsch
Born in Salinas, CA, Patti Latsch spent
her younger years in Reno, NV. She attended the Willamette University School
of Law in Salem, OR. She spent several
years in private practice and then made
the jump to government service where
she worked with the Board of Industrial
Insurance, the Department of Health,
and the Office of Administrative Hearings. Latsch also found much enjoyment
as a troop leader for Girl Scouts.
Patricia Latsch died Sept. 11, 2015, at
the age of 61.
Patrick G. Middleton
Patrick Middleton received a B.A. in
English and history from the University of Washington in 1978 and his J.D.
from Gonzaga University School of Law
in 1981, graduating magna cum laude.
He received numerous honors at these
universities, including first place in the
Appellate Moot Court and Comprehensive Mock Trial competitions. He was
a member of the WSBA and the Alaska
State Bar. He was a judicial law clerk for
the U.S. District Court, Eastern District
of Washington, and clerk to the Honorable Smithmoore P. Myers. He practiced
at Bradbury, Bliss, Reardon in Anchorage and was a founding member of Forsberg & Umlauf, P.S., in Seattle. He was a
member of the King County Maritime
Defense Bar. Due to illness, Middleton
retired from the practice of law, but was
able to be a substitute teacher in Catholic high schools during the last two
years of his life. He loved to read, write,
and learn. He enjoyed numerous trips
with his family to Europe, three Super
Bowls, and Hawaii.

Patrick Middleton died Sept. 3, 2015,
at the age of 59.
Paul J. Nolan
Born in Iowa, Paul Nolan served during
World War II in the U.S. Air Force attaining the rank of colonel. He earned
his J.D. at the University of Washington following the war. He practiced in
Tacoma as city attorney for the Public
Utility Department and eventually
was appointed director of Public Utilities. He enjoyed jogging, UW football,
gymnastics, swimming in the Elks Club
pool, coaching basketball, and listening
to classical music.
Paul Nolan died Feb. 3, 2015, at the
age of 94.
Stephen L. Nourse
Born in Salem, Stephen Nourse grew
up around his father’s construction
projects in Venezuela, Guam, Hawaii,
Alaska, Idaho, and Canada. His education was interrupted by his service in
the U.S. Marine Corps, where he served
as executive officer on the USS Intrepid,
a tank commander, and a competitor. He
attended the University of Washington
School of Law, taking special interest
in construction law. He was a solo practitioner until 1987, when he decided to
merge with Carney Badley Spellman.
The greatest joys of Nourse’s adult life
were with his family, backpacking the
mountains with his dogs, and windsurfing in Maui.
Stephen Nourse died April 27, 2015, at
the age of 65.
Edward B. O’Connor
Edward O’Connor was born in Shelton.
He attended the University of Washington School of Law. Throughout his
career, he lived a life of service. His path
took him to Bellingham and then Seattle,
where he worked as an advocate for Alcoholics Anonymous. This work was his
passion, actively involved with the community for over 30 years, mentoring
other members and attending national
conventions. Those closest to O’Connor
remember him as a “one of a kind” character who will be greatly missed.
Edward O’Connor died Oct. 22, 2015,
at the age of 84.
Paul M. Poliak
Paul Poliak was born in Monaca, PA. He
served as a pilot during World War II
and as an ensign in the U.S. Navy Re-

Thank You!

To the attorneys who renewed their licenses and their
commitment to public service and a more inclusive profession
with a donation to the Washington State Bar Foundation.

The Washington State Bar Foundation is a 501(c)(3) public charity. Donations support the mission to provide financial support
for WSBA programs that promote diversity in the legal profession and enhance our culture of service.

To learn more or donate, please visit www.wsba.org/foundation or contact foundation@wsba.org.
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Subscribe to WSBA-CLE Deskbooks online
Save money.

Annual subscription options include new lawyer, solo practitioner,
and group rates and offer significant savings over print prices.

Increase your research capabilities.

Run word-search queries across primary law and deskbooks
simultaneously.

Drill down deeper.

All cited cases, statutes, and administrative codes are hyperlinked.
Click the link and read the full text!

Access WSBA seminar coursebooks.

The All-Publications Library and Practice Area Libraries include
selected current coursebooks and access to an archive of
hundreds more – not available electronically anywhere else!

For more information or to subscribe:
http://Washington.casemakerlibra.com
Questions? Email support@casemakerlegal.com or call 1-844-838-0790.

UPCOMING WSBA CONFERENCES
AROUND THE STATE
March 11, 2016

Intellectual Property Institute
Washington State Convention Center • Seattle

May 5-7, 2016

Environmental and Land Use Law Section Midyear Conference
Suncadia Resort • Cle Elum

May 6, 2016

Senior Lawyers Section Annual Conference
Seattle Airport Marriott • SeaTac

June 17-19, 2016
June 24-26, 2016
July 22-23
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Real Property, Probate and Trust Section Midyear Conference
Suncadia Resort • Cle Elum
Family Law Section Midyear Conference
Vancouver Hilton • Vancouver, WA
Solo and Small Firm Conference
Washington State Bar Association Conference Center • Seattle

serve. He attended the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy, studied at the University of California–Berkeley, and earned
his law degree at the University of California–Hastings School of Law. He had
a 50-year career as a maritime attorney
in Seattle, becoming a founding partner of Madden, Poliak, MacDougall and
Williamson. He enjoyed travel and theater and was a season ticket holder for
the Seattle Mariners and the Seahawks.
Paul Poliak died Sept. 11, 2015, at the
age of 95.

Gregory G. Rockwell
Gregory Rockwell was born in Bremerton.
He attended Seattle Preparatory School,
Stanford University, Willamette University College of Law, and the University of
Washington School of Business. He practiced business, estate planning, medical
licensing, and medical malpractice law
in Seattle. He was active in his Catholic
faith, loved reading, and was a member of
the Seattle Yacht Club.
Gregory Rockwell died Oct. 25, 2015,
at the age of 70.

James L. Reese III
James “Jim” Reese III was born in Seattle. He graduated from Bainbridge Island
High School and attended the University
of Washington, earning his law degree
at the University of Vermont. He was a
U.S. Marine and a former teacher in Port
Orchard. He practiced in Kitsap County
for 37 years, serving as a public defender
and maintaining a private practice. He
enjoyed wooden sailboats, Civil War history, and razor clam digging.
James Reese III died Sept. 9, 2015, at
the age of 73.

Leonard A. Sawyer
Leonard Sawyer was born in Puyallup. He
attended the University of Washington,
the College of Puget Sound in Tacoma,
and earned his law degree at the University of Washington School of Law. He
was an ensign in the U.S. Navy during
World War II. He practiced law in Pierce
County for over 50 years. He served 22
years in the State Legislature, including
two terms as speaker of the house. He enjoyed golf and in retirement he spent his
winter months in Palm Desert, CA.
Leonard Sawyer died Aug. 19, 2015,

at the age of 90.
Patricia B. Urquhart
Patricia Urquhart was born in Portland,
OR. She grew up in Portland’s Parkrose
neighborhood and studied philosophy at
Portland State University. She earned her
law degree at Lewis & Clark Law School.
She practiced criminal defense, employment, and civil rights law in northern California, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon,
where she served as a senior assistant attorney general. Urquhart enjoyed travel,
history, and literature. She was a member
of the World Affairs Council, the Portland
Committee on Foreign Relations, and the
Shakespeare Oxford Society.
Patricia Urquhart died Sept. 18, 2015,
at the age of 69.

The WSBA and NWLawyer have also
learned of the deaths of Douglas G. Anderson on Aug. 28, 2015, Bennett CheukYan Tse on April 5, 2015, Marilyn R.
Gunther on June 4, 2015, and Emma J.
Paulsen in July 2015. NWL

Live CLE credits are no longer required —
WSBA recorded seminars are more valuable than ever!
Breaking news: Effective Jan. 1, 2016, Washington lawyers may earn all their required CLE
credits from recorded seminars.

Go to wsbacle.org
Choose from hundreds of recorded seminars
on Washington black letter law, ethics, and law
practice management.

WSBA recorded seminars are:

Video: streamed directly to
your computer via the Internet.

•

High-quality – focused on Washington law and
taught by Washington practitioners.

•

Current – available within a month of the live
seminar.

•

Immediately accessible – complete your
online purchase and download or stream your
recorded seminar right away.
MP3 audio-only: downloaded directly
to your computer. From there, burn it to
a disc or save it to a mobile device for
credits on the go.
FEB 2016
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Classifieds
POSITIONS AVAILABLE ADS ARE
ONLINE
JOB SEEKERS AND JOB POSTERS,
positions available ads can be found
online at the WSBA Career Center. To
view these ads or to place a position
available ad, go to http://jobs.wsba.org.
TO PLACE A PRINT CLASSIFIED AD
RATES, DEADLINE, AND PAYMENT:
WSBA members: $50/first 50 words;
$1 each additional word. Non-members: $60/first 50 words; $1 each additional word. Email text to c lassifieds@
wsba.org by the first day of each
month for the following issue (e.g., Jan.
1 for the Feb. issue.) Advance payment
required. For payment information,
see http://bit.ly/NWLawyerAds. These
rates are for advertising in NWLawyer
only. For questions, email c lassifieds@
wsba.org.

SERVICES
Banking expert. A retired senior bank
executive and nationally recognized bank
regulator providing expert witness opinions with credentials and insights that can
make the difference in your client’s favor.
Experienced in both state and federal
cases. Call for a no-obligation case review and references. Cell: 360-789-4644.
NW Mobile Techs — Specializing in Applerelated support (Mac, iPhone, iPad) and
law solutions (Daylite, PIP). Also proficient
in supporting Windows environments and
networks. Have you considered going
paperless in your office? Have you had a
security audit recently? Consult with us:
206-683-6975; info@nwmobiletechs.
com; www.nwmobiletechs.com.
Busy? Let Emerald City Attorney Network
turn your excess work into billable hours.
Experienced, reliable, efficient contract/
freelance attorneys available immediately.
Increase profit. Keep clients happy. Don’t let
work just sit. Expand with less risk. www.
emeraldcityattorneynetwork.com. 206388-7808. andy@emeraldcityattorney
network.com.
Contract attorney, experienced in research and writing, drafts trial and appellate briefs, motions and research memos.
Trial preparation, summary judgment
work, editing and cite-checking. Prompt
turnaround times, excellent references.
Elizabeth Dash Bottman, WSBA #11791,
206-526-5777, ebottman@gmail.com.
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The Coach for Lawyers, LLC is committed to helping lawyers have a successful
career and a meaningful life. Services are
provided by John Allison, an experienced
lawyer, trained professional coach and
author of a new book, Transforming the
Practice of Law. For more information,
call John at 707-357-3732 or visit www.
coachlawyers.com.
Legal research and writing attorney. Confidential legal research, drafting of pleadings, formatting, and citation checking for
trial- and appellate-level attorneys. Professional, fast, and easy to work with. Call
Erin Sperger at 206-504-2655. Sign up for
free case law updates at www.LegalWell
spring.com; erin@legalwellspring.com.
Gun rights restored! Your client lost gun
rights when convicted of a felony or DV
misdemeanor, but in most cases can restore rights after a three- or five-year
waiting period. AV-rated lawyer obtains Superior Court restoration orders
throughout Washington. David M. Newman, The Rainier Law Group. Contact: 425748-5200 or newman@rainierlaw.com.
Nationwide corporate filings and registered agent service. Headquartered
in Washington state. Online account to
easily manage 1–1,000 of your clients’
needs. www.northwestregisteredagent.
com; 509-768-2249; sales@northwest
registeredagent.com.
Certified personal property appraiser/estate sale and liquidation services: Deborah Mallory, The Sophisticated Swine LLC,
Appraisal and Estate Sale Service, CAGA
appraiser with 28 years of experience in
estate sales, appraisals for estates, dissolution, insurance and donation. For details,
call 425-452-9300, www.sophisticated
swine.com or dsm@sophisticatedswine.
com.
Contract attorney available to help you
leverage your services and maintain a
more even workload in your business and
real estate practice. Litigation research
and writing support, issue analysis. Experienced, capable and prompt. Willing to
negotiate flexible payment arrangements.
Contract Florine Gingerich at 425-7729564 or florine.gingerich@gmail.com.
Appraiser of antiques, fine art, and household possessions. James Kemp-Slaughter
ASA, FRSA, with 33 years’ experience in
Seattle for estates, divorce, insurance, and
donations. For details, see http://jameskempslaughter.com; 425-943-7964; or
Comptonhouse65@gmail.com.
Effective brief writer with 20-plus years

of civil litigation experience and excellent
references available as contract lawyer.
Summary judgments, discovery motions,
trial preparation, research memos, appeals. State or federal court. Lynne Wilson;
lynnewilsonatty@gmail.com or 206-3280224.
Make your web copy shine! Freelance
writer, and attorney of 15-plus years, ready
to perfect your web content, blog posts,
newsletters, marketing materials, white
pages, eBooks, etc. 100% professional
and reliable. Almost a decade of professional writing/marketing experience.
Dustin Reichard; dustin@dustinreichard.
com or 206-451-4660. Please visit www.
dustinreichard.com for more information.

SPACE AVAILABLE
Mill Creek conference room rental space.
Professional environment to meet clients.
This legal office is centrally located with
easy access. Hourly rates available. Call
206-999-7433.
Professionally decorated Bellevue law office space for sublease. One or two large
offices, Internet, conference room, copy
machine, and kitchen. Convenient location,
free parking. Furnishings negotiable. $850–
$1,500/month. If interested, call 425-8833366 or info@paduladefense.com.
Two large modern furnished offices
with windows available in Lower Queen
Anne. Available individually or as a pair.
Includes use of kitchen, lobby, and conference room. $750–$950 each. Please contact Brandi at 206-973-040 or brandi@
emeraldcitylawgroup.com for more details.
One large window office in Bellevue law
suite with available support staff space for
sublease. Library/conference room, copy
machine, kitchen. Convenient location.
Free parking. Reception services available.
If interested, call 425-635-9463 or email
ntflaw.neal@integra.net.
Three furnished offices on Safeco Plaza
40th floor for lawyer(s)/staff to share topnotch space with business litigation firm.
Receptionist, conference rooms, kitchen,
copier, Internet, wi-fi. Larger window office
(175 sq. ft.)— $1,500; window office (112 sq.
ft.) — $1,000; interior office (120 sq. ft.) —
$500. info@rvk-law.com for more information and photos.
South Lake Union — Eastlake. Great professional space available for sublease/great
rates. Small real estate law firm to sublease
1 to 4 attorney offices with addition staff
space. Collegial atmosphere. Conference
room, kitchen, storage space, front desk,

fax/copier/scanner/shredding.
Onsite
parking available. John, 206-224-3475.
Office space to be available for sublet in
a beautiful, 22nd-floor suite at 1111 Third
Avenue, in downtown Seattle. Reception is
included, with paralegal support available
on a contract, as-needed basis. This 107 sq.
ft. space includes north-facing and Puget
Sound views, use of a large exterior conference room, newly remodeled common areas (including on-site gym and locker room
and bicycle storage), and a warm, collegial
group of experienced criminal defense
lawyers. Contact ian@gordonsaunderslaw.
com or robert@gordonsaunderslaw.com
for more details.
Large office space to be available for sublet in a beautiful, 22nd-floor suite at 1111
Third Avenue, in Downtown Seattle. Reception is included, with paralegal support
available on a contract, as-needed basis.
This 188.5 sq. ft. interior office space includes use of a large exterior conference
room, newly remodeled common areas
(including on-site gym and locker room
and bicycle storage), and a warm, collegial
group of experienced criminal defense
lawyers. Contact ian@gordonsaunderslaw.com or robert@gordonsaunderslaw.
com for more details.
Executive and virtual office suites available now! Downtown Seattle, Safeco
Plaza Building, 32nd floor. Join our network of attorneys! Includes fiber Internet,
receptionist, conference rooms, kitchen
facilities, notary services, fitness center.
Support services such as telephone answering, copier, fax also available. Starting
at $60/month. 206-624-9188 or offices@
business-service-center.com.
Western view partner office in downtown
Seattle. Professional and collegial environment. Receptionist services, conference rooms included. Support staff station
also available. Cross referrals possible and
encouraged, particularly for attorneys
with practices emphasizing employment,
family law or general litigation. Office,
$1,550. Workstation, $400. One-year
lease required, flexible thereafter. Contact
audra@amicuslawgroup.com or 206-6249410.
Law office ($900 per month) and secretary’s office ($300 per month) in Grand
Central Building in Pioneer Square, Seattle.
All amenities for law office are available.
Please call Bern Lanz at 206-382-1827.

VACATION RENTALS/HOMES
Charming vacation condo in Whitefish,
Montana. Easy access to Big Mountain Ski

Resort and Glacier National Park. Walk to
art galleries, antique shops, fine dining,
wine bars, and coffee shops. Check out
www.vrbo.com, property #405582, or
contact susanraefox@gmail.com.
Paris apartment at Notre Dame. Vacation
rental. Elegant two-bedroom, 1.5-bathroom apartment in the heart of Paris,
owned by WSBA member. 202-285-1201
or angpolin@aim.com.
Nestled in the heart of NW Tuscany, 2 fully-renovated homes in medieval villages.
One a 2-bedroom-plus-office, 3-bath village house; other a 3-bedroom, 2-bath flat
overlooking medieval village. Great rental
opportunities. 40 minutes to beaches, 50
minutes to Cinque Terre, 90 minutes to
Florence. Davidjenni@gmail.com, 206910-7265.

CLE Calendar
CLE seminars are subject to change.
Please check with providers to verify
information. To announce a seminar,
send information to clecalendar@wsba.
org. Information must be received by
the first day of the month for placement
in the following issue’s calendar.

ANIMAL LAW
Annual Animal Law Seminar
March 25, Seattle and webcast, CLE
credits pending. Presented by WSBA in
partnership with the WSBA Animal Law
Section; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA. www.wsbacle.org.
ELDER LAW
Elder Law
March 4, Seattle and webcast. CLE
credits pending. Presented by WSBA in
partnership with the WSBA Elder Law
Section; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA. www.wsbacle.org.
GENERAL PRACTICE
Introductory Collaborative Law 2-Day
Training (Spring 2016)
March 10–11, Seattle. 12.25 CLE credits,
including .5 ethics pending. Presented by
Seattle Collaborative Law Training Group;
206-249-9145. www.collabtraining.com.

The WSBA Readmission/Refresher
Course: Law and Legal Procedure in
Washington
March 17–18, Seattle and webcast. 15 CLE
credits. Presented by WSBA; 800-945WSBA or 206-443-WSBA. www.wsbacle.
org.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Intellectual Property Institute
March 11, Seattle. CLE credits pending.
Presented by WSBA in partnership with
the WSBA Intellectual Property Section;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.
www.wsbacle.org.
LEGAL LUNCHBOX SERIES
February Legal Lunchbox: Project
Management
Feb. 23, webcast. 1.5 CLE credits.
Presented by WSBA; 800-945-WSBA or
206-443-WSBA. www.wsbacle.org.
March Legal Lunchbox: Cross-Cultural
Lawyering
March 29, webcast. 1.5 CLE credits.
Presented by WSBA; 800-945-WSBA or
206-443-WSBA. www.wsbacle.org.
NEW LAWYER EDUCATION
Mediation and Arbitration
Jan. 19, Seattle and webcast. 6 CLE
credits, including .5 ethics. Presented
by WSBA in partnership with the WSBA
Alternate Dispute Resolution Section;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.
www.wsbacle.org.
Buying and Selling Real Estate — Part I
Feb. 2, webcast. 2 CLE credits. Presented
by WSBA in partnership with the WSBA
Real Property, Probate and Trust Section;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.
www.wsbacle.org.
Buying and Selling Real Estate — Part II
Feb. 9, webcast. 2 CLE credits. Presented
by WSBA in partnership with the WSBA
Real Property, Probate and Trust Section;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.
www.wsbacle.org.
Buying and Selling Real Estate — Part III
Feb. 16, webcast. 2 CLE credits, including
.25 ethics. Presented by WSBA in
partnership with the WSBA Real Property,
Probate & Trust Section; 800-945-WSBA
or 206-443-WSBA. www.wsbacle.org.
Business Law Boot Camp
March 22, Seattle and webcast. CLE
credits pending. Presented by WSBA;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.
www.wsbacle.org.
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Announcements

Garvey Schubert
Barer

Davies Pearson, p.c.

Andy I. Aley

is pleased to announce that

is pleased to announce that

became an owner in the firm’s Seattle office. Andy
advises established and emerging companies
on mergers and acquisitions, corporate finance,
entity structuring and general corporate matters.
He is also co-chair of the firm’s Cannabis Industry
Group and helps clients structure their business
organization, transactions and relationships to
comply with Washington’s complex regulatory
framework governing marijuana businesses.

Michelle E. DeLappe

became an owner in the firm’s Seattle office.
Michelle’s practice focuses on state and local
tax in the Pacific Northwest. She advises on tax
planning and business transactions, tax refund
claims, tax appeals and litigation. Michelle has
co-authored amicus curiae briefs in tax cases
before the Washington Supreme Court and
is now launching a new bimonthly column,
“Skookum Tax News,” in State Tax Notes.

Jennifer M. Bragar

became an owner in the firm’s Portland office.
Jennifer’s practice focuses on land use, real
estate, municipal and environmental law. Jennifer
has been involved in several significant cases
throughout Oregon, including hazardous waste
cleanup actions and land use advocacy on behalf
of private landowners. She regularly assists as
special counsel and general counsel to multiple
cities across the state.
Seattle office
1191 Second Avenue, 18th Floor, Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-464-3939
Portland office
121 SW Morrison Street, 11th Floor, Portland, OR 97204
Tel: 503-228-3939
Anchorage • Beijing • New York
Portland • Seattle • Washington, D.C.

www.GSBLaw.com
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Attorneys at Law

Susan L. Caulkins
has been elected to the firm’s
Board of Directors.

920 Fawcett Ave.
PO Box 1657
Tacoma, WA 98401
Tel: 253-620-1500 • Fax: 253-572-3052

www.dpearson.com

Davies Pearson, p.c.
Attorneys at Law

is pleased to announce that

James R. Tomlinson
has been elected President of the firm.
Lamont C. Loo, Brian M. King,
Benjamin R. Sligar, and Susan L. Caulkins
have also been elected to the firm’s
Board of Directors.
920 Fawcett Ave.
PO Box 1657
Tacoma, WA 98401
Tel: 253-620-1500 • Fax: 253-572-3052

www.dpearson.com

Garvey Schubert Barer
is pleased to announce that

Larry J. Brant

Landerholm, p.s.
congratulates

has been admitted as a Fellow in the
American College of Tax Counsel

Linda E. Frischmeyer

Mr. Brant’s leadership in tax law and tax policy led to his
nomination and appointment to join this exclusive group of
America’s best tax lawyers. His practice focuses on tax law, tax
controversy and transactions. Mr. Brant has been a member
of the Oregon State Bar Association since 1984 and the
Washington State Bar Association since 1985. He is a member
of the Board of Directors of the Portland Tax Forum and an
Editor of Thomson Reuters Checkpoint Catalyst. Mr. Brant
has served as Chair of the Oregon State Bar Taxation Section
and as the long-term Chair of the Oregon Tax Institute. He is a
frequent speaker at national, regional and local tax conferences,
and the author of numerous tax articles published in accounting
and legal journals. In 2015, the Oregon State Bar Association
bestowed upon him the Tax Section’s Award of Merit.

on her recent retirement
and is pleased to announce

Anchorage • Beijing • New York
Portland • Seattle • Washington, D.C.

James P. Sikora
has joined the firm as an Associate.
805 Broadway Street, Suite 1000
Vancouver, WA 98660
Tel: 360-696-3312 • Fax: 360-696-2122
Email: clientservices@landerholm.com

www.landerholm.com

www.GSBLaw.com

New partner or
associate at your
firm?
Have a legal service to offer?

Keating, Bucklin &
McCormack, Inc., p.s.
is pleased to announce that

Derek C. Chen
has become an Associate in the firm.
Derek graduated from the University of
Washington School of Law. He recently wrote
an amicus brief to the Washington Supreme
Court on municipal liability in road design cases
and looks forward to expanding his practice in
municipal trial defense.

Advertise in NWLawyer’s
Announcements or
Professionals section!
Placing an ad is easy.
Contact Paul Wood at advertisers@wsba.org
or call 206-498-9860.

Bank of America-Fifth Avenue Plaza
800 5th Avenue, Suite 4141
Seattle, WA 98104-3175
Tel: 296-623-8861 • Fax: 206-223-9423
E-mail: dchen@kbmlawyers.com

www.kbmlawyers.com
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Need to Know
News and information of
interest to WSBA members
Email nwlawyer@wsba.org if you
have an item you would like to
include.

Opportunities for Service
Interested in Running for the Board of
Governors?

Application Deadline: Feb. 16, 2016
Four positions on the WSBA Board of Governors are up for election in 2016. The open positions represent the following congressional
districts: District 2, District 9, District 10, and
at-large. The three-year term of office begins
Oct. 1, 2016. These positions are currently
held by Brad Furlong (District 2), Elijah Forde
(District 9), Phil Brady (District 10), and Karen
Denise Wilson (at-large position).
Any active member except one previously elected to the Board of Governors may
be nominated or run for the office of governor from the congressional district in which
the member is entitled to vote. Any active
member may be nominated or run for the
at-large governor position.
To run for the Board of Governors or
to nominate another WSBA member, you
must file a statement of interest and a biographical statement of 100 words or less.
The required form is available on the WSBA
website at www.wsba.org/elections or by
contacting Sue Strachan at susanst@wsba.
org or 206-733-5903. The WSBA executive
director must receive the forms for district
races by 5 p.m. PST on Feb. 16, 2016. Note:
Biographical statements of nominated
candidates will be published in the April/
May issue of NWLawyer. The deadline to
run for the at-large position is 5 p.m. PST on
April 15, 2016.
The three district-based positions are
elected by their peers. Generally, a member is entitled to vote in the congressional
district in which they reside. All out-ofstate active WSBA members are eligible to
vote in the district of the address of their
agent within Washington for the purpose
of receiving service of process as required
by APR 5(f), or, if specifically designated to
the executive director, within the district
of their primary Washington practice. The
WSBA will use an electronic voting system,
and members will not receive a paper ballot
unless they request one. Email ballots will
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be sent on March 15 and must be received
by 5 p.m. PDT on April 1. The at-large governor will be elected by the Board of Governors at its June 3 meeting.
A candidate forum is scheduled for March
1, 2016. All candidates for the three district
seats are strongly encouraged to participate. The forum will be held at the WSBA
Conference Center in Seattle, beginning at
5:30 p.m. Members are encouraged to attend and bring questions for the candidates.
The forum will also be webcast and accessible statewide for live viewing.

Apply for a WSBA Committee, Board,
or Panel

Application deadline: March 1, 2016
Applications are now being accepted
through www.mywsba.org from members
interested in serving on WSBA’s committees, boards, and panels. Committee service gives you an opportunity to contribute
to the legal community and your profession, a chance to get involved with issues
you care about, and a way to connect with
other lawyers around the state. There are
openings on 23 different committees,
boards, and panels, including the Court
Rules and Procedures Committee, the Judicial Recommendation Committee, the Editorial Advisory Committee, the Disciplinary
Board, and the Hearing Officer Panel. Most
positions begin Oct. 1. For more information, see the Committees application in
myWSBA, email barleaders@wsba.org, or
call Pam Inglesby, WSBA communications
services operations manager, at 206-7278226 or 800-945-9722, ext. 8226.

WSBA News
Notice of Hearing on Petition for
Reinstatement of Diane E. Lander,
Formerly Known as Diane L.
Vanderbeek

A petition for reinstatement after disbarment has been filed by Diane E. Lander,
formerly known as Diane L. Vanderbeek,
WSBA No. 11884, who was admitted in 1981
and disbarred in 2004. At the time of her disbarment, Ms. Lander, then known as Diane
L. Vanderbeek, practiced in King County,
Washington. A hearing on Ms. Lander’s petition will be conducted before the Character
and Fitness Board on Friday, Feb. 19, 2016.
Not later than 5 p.m. Friday, Feb. 12, 2016,
anyone wishing to do so may file with the
Character and Fitness Board a written statement for or against reinstatement, setting
forth factual matters showing that the pe-

titioner does or does not meet the requirements of Admission and Practice Rule (APR)
25.5(a). Except by the Character and Fitness
Board’s leave, no person other than the petitioner or petitioner’s counsel shall be heard
orally by the Board. Communications to the
Character and Fitness Board should be sent
to Kevin Bank, Counsel to the Character and
Fitness Board, Washington State Bar Association, 1325 Fourth Ave., Ste. 600, Seattle,
WA 98101-2539, or to kevinb@wsba.org. This
notice is published pursuant to APR 25.4(a).

2016 License Renewal and MCLE
Information

Deadline was Feb. 1, 2016.
If you have not completed all mandatory
portions of your license renewal, including
MCLE requirements, if applicable, you are
delinquent and are at risk of suspension.
You may complete licensing requirements, including MCLE certification, either
online at mywsba.org or by using the License
Renewal and Mandatory Continuing Legal
Education Certification forms. Visit wsba.
org/licensing to learn more.

Celebrate the Best: Nominations
Now Being Accepted for WSBA’s
Annual Awards

Nomination deadline: April 15, 2016
Help WSBA celebrate the best. The WSBA is
seeking nominations for its annual awards
program, which celebrates the best in integrity, professionalism, diversity, service,
justice, and courage. Do you know someone
who is making a positive difference in the
legal community or the legal profession?
Please consider nominating him or her for
a 2016 WSBA Award. You’ll find the list of
awards and the nomination form on the
WSBA website at www.wsba.org/awards.
Winners will be selected at the June 3 Board
of Governors meeting and notified shortly
thereafter. The awards will be presented at
the WSBA Annual Awards Dinner in Seattle
on Sept. 29. Help us recognize the best in the
profession and legal community — submit
your nomination today.

Washington Young Lawyers
Committee Meeting

The Washington Young Lawyers Committee
will be meeting on Sat., Feb. 20, at Green Hill
School in Chehalis. For more information or
to attend, email newlawyers@wsba.org.

ALPS Attorney Match

Attorney Match is a free online networking
tool made available through the WSBAendorsed professional liability partner,

Need to Know
ALPS. This resource allows attorneys to set
up a profile and indicate whether they are
looking for or available to act as a mentor.
Mentorship programs that meet requirements are now eligible for MCLE credits.
The WSBA provides information and links to
the ALPS Attorney Match online system as
a service to the legal community. For more
information, email mentorlink@wsba.org.

New MCLE Rule Takes Effect in 2016

The new MCLE rule which took effect on
Jan. 1, 2016, gives lawyers the opportunity
to customize their continuing education to
best meet their needs. Lawyers will be able
to take advantage of new MCLE approved
course subjects and activities to address
LAWYERS HELPING HUNGRY CHILDREN: The Hawthorne Elementary School Choir along with bid
winner Valerie Ohlstrom, of the Ohlstrom Law Office, Seattle, who won the honor of distributing
important topics like lawyer-client issues,
cupcakes to the children.
office management, personal and professional development, and stress management. The increased flexibility is designed
to create more meaningful learning opportunities to support excellent lawyer-client
relationships and office practices, improving work-life balance, job satisfaction, and
career stability.
At least 6 credits must be in ethics and
professional responsibility. At least 15 credits
must be from attending approved courses in
the subject of law and legal procedure. The
remaining 24 credits can be earned in the
above categories, as well as in new subject
areas and activities that include professional development, personal development
and mental health, office management, improving the legal system, or participating in
a structured mentoring program approved
DORSEY & WHITNEY EVENT: Photographer and author B. Proud poses with Emily and Sara Cofer, and
by the MCLE Board. There is no live credit
Supreme Court Justice Mary Yu.
requirement. The new rule can be found
at www.wsba.org/licensing-and-lawyer- Children, a nonprofit dedicated to ending
Schisel at julie@lsand.com. For information
conduct/mcle/apr-11-rules-and-regulations.
childhood hunger in Washington, held joint
about the Pierce County Chapter, contact
fundraisers in Seattle and Tacoma. The SeArlene Joe at arlenejoe@harbornet.com.
WSBA Board of Governors Meetings
attle event was the nonprofit’s 24th annual
March 10, 2016, Olympia; April 15–16,
Dorsey & Whitney LLP Hosts “First
fundraiser at the Grand Hyatt in Seattle. The
Bremerton
Comes Love: Portraits of Enduring
luncheon raised over $20,000 to assist benWith the exception of the executive session,
LGBTQ Relationships”
eficiary organizations, including the City of
Board of Governors meetings are open, and
In November, Dorsey & Whitney LLP partSeattle Summer Food Program, Northwest
all WSBA members are welcome to attend.
nered with longtime client D.A. Davidson to
Harvest, the Emergency Feeding Program,
RSVPs are appreciated but not required.
host an event featuring Barbara Proud (B.
and CARE. In addition, the Pierce County
Contact Margaret Shane at 206-727-8244,
Proud), photographer and author of First
Chapter of Lawyers Helping Hungry Children
800-945-9722, ext. 8244, or margarets@
Comes Love: Portraits of Enduring LGBTQ
held its seventh annual breakfast fundraiser
wsba.org. The complete Board of Governors
Relationships. Proud shared her story of the
in November. Hosted by Pierce County Sumeeting schedule is available on the WSBA
project’s conception and evolution, weaving
perior Court Judge Susan Serko, the event
website at www.wsba.org/bog.
in the personal stories of her subjects.
took place at Bates Technical College. Over
Washington Supreme Court Justice Mary
200 Tacoma attorneys and members of the
Yu opened the program by speaking about
judiciary attended, and the breakfast raised
her experience as the first LGBTQ Washingover $32,000 for emergency food programs
ton Supreme Court justice, Washington’s
in Pierce County — more than twice the
Lawyers Helping Hungry Children
marriage equality fight, and her experience
amount raised last year. You can learn more
Fundraisers a Success
performing the first same-sex marriage in
about Lawyers Helping Hungry Children
In November, Lawyers Helping Hungry
the state. Justice Yu told a compelling story
at www.lhhcwa.org or by contacting Julie

Legal Community
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of why events celebrating diversity are
important for the community. In attendance were Emily and Sara Cofer, the first
same-sex couple married by Justice Yu at
12:01 a.m. on Dec. 9, 2012.
Justice Yu said, “The work of Barbara
Proud captures the essence of love and
longevity in relationships. The display of
her photographs and the reception became a wonderful celebration of marriage and equality; thanks to Dorsey and
Whitney for the courage to host it. It took
me right back to that exciting moment on
Dec. 9, 2012, when we were authorized by
the people of Washington to legally perform same-sex marriages here.”

30th Annual Goldmark Award
Luncheon

The Legal Foundation of Washington’s
30th Annual Goldmark Award Luncheon
will be held Feb. 26, 2016, at the Sheraton
Seattle Hotel. The event includes a Pro
Bono Council meeting, ATJ Forum, Rainier and Baker Cup presentations, leadership celebration, and more. The Charles
A. Goldmark Distinguished Service
Award is named in honor of Charles A.
Goldmark, a prominent Seattle attorney
who played a singularly important role in
the creation of the interest on lawyers’
(and LPOs’) trust account (IOLTA) program. See www.legalfoundation.org or
the inside front cover of this issue for
more information.

Ethics
Facing an Ethical Dilemma?

Members facing ethical dilemmas can
talk with WSBA professional responsibility counsel for informal guidance on
analyzing a situation involving their own
prospective ethical conduct under the
RPCs. All calls are confidential. Any advice given is intended for the education of
the inquirer and does not represent an official position of the WSBA. Every effort is
made to return calls within two business
days. Call the Ethics Line at 206-7278284 or 800-945-9722, ext. 8284.

Search WSBA Advisory Opinions
Online

WSBA advisory opinions are available online at www.wsba.org/advisoryopinions.
You can search opinions by number, year
issued, ethical rule, subject matter, or
keyword. Advisory opinions are issued
by the WSBA to assist members in inter-
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preting their ethical obligations in specific
circumstances. The opinions are the result of study and analysis in response to
requests from WSBA members. For assistance, call the Ethics Line at 206-7278284 or 800-945-9722, ext. 8284.

WSBA Lawyers Assistance
Program (LAP)
WSBA Connects Offers Free
Counseling

WSBA Connects provides free counseling in your community. All Bar members
are eligible for three free sessions on
topics as broad as work stress, career
challenges, addiction, anxiety, and other
issues. By calling 800-765-0770, a telephone representative will arrange a referral using APS’s network of clinicians
throughout the state of Washington. We
encourage you to make the most of this
valuable resource.

Drop-In Job Search Group

Join our weekly job group held every
Monday at the WSBA offices. It’s a chance
to network with other attorneys and
learn job search skills. We cover methods
of looking for work online, networking,
elevator pitches, cover letters and résumés, and ways to identify the best path
for oneself within the law. Whether you
are new to practice, making a mid-career
transition, or are thinking about leaving
the law, you are welcome to participate.
Email Dan Crystal at danc@wsba.org.
RSVP is required.

Mindful Lawyers Group

A growing number of legal professionals
across the nation are applying mindfulness-based skills and training to lawyering. The Washington Contemplative
Lawyers group meets on Mondays on the
6th floor of the WSBA offices in the LAP
group room from noon to 12:45. For more
information, contact Greg Wolk at greg@
rekhiwolk.com.

Maintain Good Boundaries

Do you have trouble saying no when you
should? Are you struggling with cases
your gut told you to avoid? If so, you may
have trouble setting and maintaining good
boundaries. Figure out what your limits are,
then practice saying no. If you’d like help,
call WSBA Connects at 800-765-0770 to
schedule a confidential consultation.

WSBA Law Office Management
Program (LOMAP)
LOMAP Lending Library

The WSBA LOMAP and LAP Lending Library
is a service to WSBA members. We offer
the short-term loan of books on health
and well-being as well as the business
management aspects of your law office.
How does it work? You can view available
titles at www.wsba.org/resources-andservices/lomap/lending-library. Books
may be borrowed by any WSBA member
for up to two weeks. LOMAP requires your
WSBA ID to guarantee the book’s return to
the program. If you live outside of the Seattle area, books can be mailed to you; you
will be responsible for return postage. For
walk-in members, we recommend calling
first to check availability of requested titles. To arrange for a book loan or to check
availability, contact lomap@wsba.org.

Casemaker Online Research

Casemaker is a powerful online research
library provided free to WSBA members.
Read about this legal research tool on the
WSBA website at www.wsba.org/casemaker. As a WSBA member, you already
receive free access to Casemaker. Now,
we have enhanced this member benefit
by upgrading to add Casemaker+ with
CaseCheck+ for you. Just like Shepard’s
and KeyCite, CaseCheck+ tells you instantly whether your case is good law. If
you want more information, you can find
it on the Casemaker website, or call 877659-0801 and a Casemaker representative can talk with you about these features. For help using Casemaker, call the
WSBA Service Center at 800-945-WSBA
or 206-443-WSBA.

Learn More about CaseManagement Software

The WSBA Law Office Management Assistance Program maintains a computer
for members to review software tools
designed to maximize office efficiency.
LOMAP staff is available to provide materials, answer questions, and make recommendations. To make an appointment,
contact lomap@wsba.org.

Usury Rate

The average coupon equivalent yield from
the first auction of 26-week treasury bills
in January 2016 was 0.510%. Therefore,
the maximum allowable usury rate for
February is 12%.

Professionals
LAW FIRM BREAK-UPS
PARTNER DEPARTURES
AND EXPULSIONS
Discreet consultation and
litigation of partner withdrawals
or expulsions.

Professionals

CIVIL APPEALS
Jason W. Anderson
Successful results in
personal injury, insurance,
family law, commercial,
and more.

McGAVICK GRAVES, P.S.
Mediation and
Arbitration Group
Hon. Rosanne Buckner, Ret.
Barbara Jo Sylvester
Henry Haas
William P. Bergsten
Robert Beale
Cameron J. Fleury

SMYTH & MASON, PLLC

206-622-8020

have years of experience
successfully representing
departing partners, expelled
partners, and law firms.
Operating agreements, divisions
of profits, receivables, case files
and clients; redistribution of debt
and costs.

anderson@carneylaw.com

FORENSIC
ACCOUNTING

Please visit our website
for additional information.

Don’t go it alone.

Robert Loe, CFE, CPA

McGAVICK GRAVES, P.S.

SMYTH & MASON, PLLC

71st Floor, Columbia Center
701 Fifth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-621-7100 • Fax: 206-682-3203
www.smythlaw.com

ETHICS
and LAWYER
DISCIPLINARY
INVESTIGATION
and PROCEEDINGS
Stephen C. Smith,
former Chair of the
Washington State Bar
Association Disciplinary
Board, is now accepting
referrals for attorney
disciplinary investigations
and proceedings in
Washington, Idaho, Hawaii,
and Guam.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS
& HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street
Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83702
208-344-6000

scsmith@hawleytroxell.com

Combined experience of over 250
years. Our team is ready to help
resolve your complex matters.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified fraud examiner
Forensic accounting
Litigation support
Expert witness testimony
Experienced peer reviewer
Investigator for state board
of accountancy
• Licensed in WA, AK, HI, &
DC.
221 First Avenue West, Suite 400
Seattle, WA 98119
206-292-1747
www.loecpa.com
robert@loecpa.com

INSURANCE BAD FAITH
EXPERT TESTIMONY
• Insurance Fair Conduct Act
• Coverage Denial and Claim
Handling
• Reservation of Rights
Defense
Bill Hight has 32 years of
experience in insurance
coverage/bad faith litigation.
Please visit www.HightLaw.com
for details of experience and
credentials.
WILLIAM P. HIGHT

Email: wph@HightLaw.com
Tel: 360-331-4030
www.HightLaw.com

1102 Broadway, Suite 500
Tacoma, WA 98402
Local: 253-254-5900
Toll Free: 800-709-7015
www.mcgavickgraves.com

IMMIGRATION
REPRESENTATION
Gibbs Houston Pauw
We handle or assist in all types
of immigration representation
for businesses, families and
individuals seeking new or
renewed status.
The firm has years of experience
in all areas of immigration law,
with particular expertise in
employer workplace compliance,
immigration consequences of
crimes, removal defense, and
federal court litigation.
Languages include: Spanish,
Chinese, Russian, Hindi, Punjabi.
Robert H. Gibbs
Robert Pauw
Gibbs Houston Pauw
1000 Second Ave., Suite 1600
Seattle, WA 98104
206-682-1080
www.ghp-immigration.com
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TRADEMARK
COPYRIGHT & PATENT
SEARCHES
Experienced Washington office
for attorneys worldwide
FEDERAL SERVICES & RESEARCH

Attorney-directed projects
at all federal agencies in
Washington, D.C., including
USDA, TTB, EPA, Customs,
FDA, INS, FCC, ICC, SEC,
USPTO, and many others.
Face-to-face meetings with
Gov’t officials, Freedom of
Information Act requests,
copyright deposits, document
legalization at State Dept.
and embassies, complete
trademark copyright patent
and TTAB files.
COMPREHENSIVE

U.S. Federal, State, Common
Law, and Design searches.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING
EXPERTS

Our professionals average over
25 years’ experience each.
FAST

Normal 2-day turnaround with
24-hour and 4-hour service
available.

GOVERNMENT
LIAISON SERVICES,
INC.
200 N. Glebe Rd., Ste. 321
Arlington, VA 22203
Tel: 703-524-8200
Fax: 703-525-8451
Toll Free: 1-800-642-6564
Minutes from USPTO and
Washington, D.C.
info@governmentliaison.com
www.governmentliaison.com
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DIGITAL FORENSIC
AND E-DISCOVERY
EXPERTS
DefSec delivers professional
services in the areas of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Forensics
Electronic Discovery
Mobile Forensics
Data Recovery
Expert Witness
Litigation Support
Training and other services

DefSec Solutions, LLC
855-933-3732 • info@defsec.com
www.defsec.com

Medical Record Summary,
Deposition Summary and
Document Review Experts!
Highest quality work product.
Unparalleled turnaround time.
Best value. 20% off first project.
Serving plaintiff and defense.
VIRTUAL INDEPENDENT
PARALEGALS, LLC
info@viphelpme.com
206-842-4613

CRIMINAL APPEALS
Lenell Nussbaum
Recent successful reversals:
State v. Kayser,
COA No. 71518-6-I (2015)
(assault 2 with firearm)
State v. Thomas,
COA No. 70438-9-I (2015)
(assault 2 with firearm)
State v. Hudson,
COA No. 70147-9-I (2014)
(residential burglary, attempting
to elude, and two violations of
no-contact orders)
State v. Gensitskiy,
COA No. 71640-9-I (2014)
(six counts of child molestation,
rape of a child and incest)
State v. Green,
182 Wn. App. 133, 328 P.3d 988
(2014) (manslaughter 1)
State v. Hudson,
COA No. 68807-3-I (2014)
(witness tampering)
lenell@nussbaumdefense.com
206-728-0996

www.viphelpme.com

NEW PARTNER OR ASSOCIATE
AT YOUR FIRM?
HAVE A LEGAL SERVICE TO OFFER?
Advertise in NWLawyer’s Announcements
or Professionals section!
Contact Paul Wood at advertisers@wsba.org or
call 206-498-9860.

Professionals

MEDIATION

CIVIL APPEALS

Mac Archibald

David J. Corbett

Mac has been a trial lawyer in
Seattle for over 40 years. He
has tried a wide range of cases
including maritime, personal injury,
construction, products liability,
consumer protection, insurance
coverage, and antitrust law.

Focused on the clear presentation
of compelling legal arguments
for civil appeals and summary
judgment motions. Available for
association or referral.

Mac has over 20 years of
experience mediating cases in
Washington, Oregon, and Alaska.
He has mediated over 1,500
cases in the areas of maritime,
personal injury, construction,
wrongful death, employment, and
commercial litigation.
Mac has a reputation as not only
being highly prepared for every
mediation, but also for providing as
much follow-up as is necessary to
settle a case.
LAW OFFICES OF
EDWARD M. ARCHIBALD

Mediation Services
601 Union Street, Suite 4200
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-903-8355 • Fax: 206-903-8358
Email: mac@archibald-law.com
www.archibald-law.com

DAVID CORBETT PLLC

www.DavidCorbettLaw.com
253-414-5235

COMPUTER FORENSIC
• analysis
• incident response
• investigations
• testimony

DR. GORDON MITCHELL
eSleuth
Ph.D. UW Electrical Engineering
CPP, CISSP, SANS GSEC & GCIH
fellow of ISSA and SPIE
legal.enquiries@eSleuth.com
888-375-3884 • Future Focus, Inc
WA PI 1844
www.eSleuth.com

DISPUTED
ATTORNEY’S
FEE EXPERTISE
Michael R. Caryl
20+ years’ experience in
litigating, settling, arbitrating
& serving as expert witness
in all manner of disputed fee
contexts, including
• Fee reasonableness
determinations
• Collecting & defending fee
collections
• Fee shifting proceedings (e.g.
statutory & contractual)
• Attorney’s lien foreclosures
• CR 11 and RCW 4.84.185 fee
hearings
• Breach of fiduciary duty
claims involving fees

Mike has served as an expert
witness on disputed fee issues
on over 50 occasions, of
which he presented live court
testimony and formal opinions
on issues of disputed lawyer’s
fees in over 40 cases.
Visit www.michaelcaryl.com
for details of experience &
credentials
MICHAEL R. CARYL, P.S.

3301 Burke Avenue, Suite 402
Seattle, WA 98103
206-378-4125
michaelc@michaelcaryl.com

CRIMINAL APPEALS
(See, e.g., reversed and
remanded for new trial):

State v. Sutherby,
165 Wn.2d 870 (2009)
State v. Stein,
144 Wn.2d 236 (2001)
State v. Stegall,
124 Wn.2d 719 (1994)

James E. Lobsenz

701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3600
Seattle, WA 98104
206-622-8020
lobsenz@carneylaw.com
www.seattlecriminalappeals.com

FEDERAL APPEALS
Jay Juhani Kiiha
U.S. v. Holmes
646 F.3d 659 (9th Cir. 2011).
State v. Pruett
143 Idaho 151 (2006).
Referrals or Joint Representation.
Competitive Fees.
Licensed in Idaho and Washington.
Jay Juhani Kiiha, J.D., LL.M.
208-340-4464
jay@nwappeals.com

INVESTOR CLAIMS
Former NASD Series 7, 66
and life/annuity insurance
licensed broker/investment
advisor. Available for
consultation and referrals
in claims involving broker/
dealer error, fraud, and
investment suitability.
COURTLAND SHAFER
JOHN G. LLEWELLYN, PLLC
4847 California Ave. SW, Ste. 100
Seattle, WA 98116
206-923-2889
courtland@llllaw.net
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Have Consequences From
Florida to the State of
Washington
APR/MAY p27

Construction Law
Swinging Deals: Should Crane
Swing Agreements Cost
Money?
FEB p12

World
MAR p27

Conservation
Saving the Spotted Owl: Is It
Justified to Kill Other Owls
to Save the Species? A Moral
Question Posed by Wildlife
Conservation
SEP p47

Legal Education and
Multicultural Practice
JUL/AUG p9

The Naming of the Salish
Sea: A Legal, Historical, and
Cultural Exploration
DEC 15/JAN 16 p14
Cox, Judge Ronald
From Battledress to Black
Robe: An Interview with
Judge Ronald Cox
NOV p31
Criminal Law
WSBA Criminal Law Section
— 10 Ways Washington State
Should Begin Criminal Justice
Reform
OCT p48
Cultural Competency
Know Thy Client: Cultural
Competency in a Diverse
World
MAR p27
Death Penalty
A Brief History of… The Death
Penalty in Washington
MAR p48
Dickerson, Bob
Leaving the World a Better
Place: The Words and
Wisdom of Attorney and
Humanitarian Leader Bob
Dickerson
SEP p50
Disciplinary Notices
FEB p50; MAR p62; APR/
MAY p61; JUN p70; JUL/AUG
p76; SEP p78; OCT p64; NOV
p56; DEC 15/JAN 16 p58
Discipline
Annual Discipline Report
Snapshot: A Look at the
WSBA Lawyer Discipline
System for 2014
OCT p24
How Does the Lawyer
Discipline System Work?
Complaints against Lawyers
in Washington
DEC 15/JAN 16 p46
Diversity
Know Thy Client: Cultural
Competency in a Diverse

Inside Inclusion
JUN p26

Transitioning into Greater
Gender Diversity: What
My Gender Transition Says
About How to Create a
More Transgender-Inclusive
Community
JUL/AUG p22
Document Review
With Kings and Counselors:
Bartleby the Doc Reviewer
JUN p30
Domestic Violence
How to Save a Life: Helping
Victims of Domestic Violence
in Court
JUN p13
Lacing Up for Social Justice:
The Refuse To Abuse 5K
Race Against Domestic
Violence
JUN p17
Drones
The Emerging Rise of the
Unmanned Aircraft System
Industry: Regulations, Risks,
and Liabilities
DEC 15/JAN 16 p20

SEP p57

FEB p32

Estate Planning
Hand in Hand: Tying Together
Estate Planning and Care
Planning
MAR p12

Geography
The Naming of the Salish
Sea: A Legal, Historical, and
Cultural Exploration
DEC 15/JAN 16 p14

Ethics
I-502 and Lawyers: Guidance
from the Supreme Court
FEB p28

Grief
Coping with the Death
of a Spouse: A Lawyer’s
Perspective
DEC 15/JAN 16 p42

Ethics Issues for In-House
Transaction Counsel: Avoiding
Risks by Minding a Few Key
Ethics Obligations
MAR p16
Digital Self-Portraits:
Investigations through
Electronic Social Media
APR/MAY p32
The Ethical Edge
SEP p79
First Amendment
Fighting for the First:
Struggles Over First
Amendment Rights in
Washington State
MAR p24
Forbus, Lady Willie
The Steel Magnolia: Lady
Willie Forbus and Her 100
Years of Life
JUN p50

Editor’s Note
FEB p7; MAR p7; APR/MAY
p6; JUN p8; JUL/AUG p7;
SEP p9; OCT p7; NOV p6

Freedom of Speech
Fighting for the First:
Struggles Over First
Amendment Rights in
Washington State
MAR p24

Education
A Brief History of… Education
and the Law in Washington
APR/MAY p42

Future of the Profession
Future of the Practice: Does
Law Need Investors?
APR/MAY p29

The Next Chapter of Equity
in Education
APR/MAY p9

Access to Justice: Why
Innovation Is Critical
JUN p24

Raising the Floor: Advocating
for Special Education
Services
NOV p13

The Practice of Law In
Transition
JUL/AUG p13

Elder Law
The WSBA Elder Law Section
— Inspiring a New Generation
of Advocates: The Peter
Greenfield Senior Advocacy
Internship
NOV p48
Environmental Law
A Brief History of...
Environmental Law in
Washington State

The Crystal Ball: What Does It
Hold For You?
JUL/AUG p28
Is There a Case for Bringing
LLLTs into a Firm? Does It
Make Good Business Sense?
NOV p20
Gayton, John T.
Legal Notables: John T.
Gayton — Legal Pioneer; Carl
Maxey — Civil Rights Leader

Halloween
Top 10 Halloween Laws
OCT p44
Healthcare
Hand in Hand: Tying Together
Estate Planning and Care
Planning
MAR p12
Homelessness
Unraveling Problems: Giving
Homeless Clients Advocacy
and Tools to Help Themselves
APR/MAY p11
Humor
Top 10 Choice Quotes from
Washington Court Cases
FEB p30
Top 10 Halloween Laws
OCT p44
A Priest, an Engineer, and
a Lawyer Walk into a Bar:
Lawyers, Humor, and a Few
Good Jokes
DEC 15/JAN 16 p26
What Would Lincoln Say?
Using Lincoln’s Logic in Your
Own Arguments
DEC 15/JAN 16 p44
Future of the Practice
Does Law Need Investors?
APR/MAY p29
Redfin Is Cheaper and Better
than a Real Estate Agent.
Will You Be the Redfin of
Legal?
OCT p34
Goodbye, On 15th Video
— Hello, LegalZoom. Three
Suggestions for Lawyers in
the Digital Age
OCT p38
In Remembrance
MAR p52; SEP p62
Index
Index to NWLawyer, Vol. 68
(FEB 2014 to DEC 2014/JAN
2015)
FEB p62
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Indian Law
A Brief History of… Native
American Law and
Washington
JUN p54
From Tribal to Superior
Court: Transitioning from
One Court System to
Another Brings Surprises and
Challenges
JUL/AUG p17
In-House Counsel
Ethics Issues for In-House
Transaction Counsel:
Avoiding Risks by Minding a
Few Key Ethics Obligations
MAR p16
WSBA Corporate Counsel
Section: Busting Myths about
Going In-House
MAR p40
Judiciary
From Tribal to Superior
Court: Transitioning from
One Court System to
Another Brings Surprises and
Challenges
JUL/AUG p17

Important Juvenile Record
Sealing Changes You Should
Know
OCT p27
LGBTQ Law
Transitioning into Greater
Gender Diversity: What
My Gender Transition Says
About How To Create a
More Transgender-Inclusive
Community
JUL/AUG p22
Limited License Legal
Technicians
Supreme Court Adopts
Changes to Rules of
Professional Conduct to
Recognize Limited License
Legal Technicians
JUN p20
Head of the Class: A Q&A
with LLLT Graduate Priscilla
Selden
SEP p36
Is There a Case for Bringing
LLLTs into a Firm? Does It
Make Good Business Sense?
NOV p20

the WSBA’s New Endorsed
Malpractice Insurance Carrier
MAR p37

Striking Satisfying Business
Deals
JUL/AUG p38

Equal Justice Under Law:
How Are We Doing?
NOV p9

Practice Management Q&A
APR/MAY p30

NWLawyer
A Brief History of… WSBA’s
Official Publication
FEB p40

Privacy
Mind the Back Door:
Protecting Client Information
from Cyber Threats
APR/MAY p17

Marijuana Legalization
I-502 and Lawyers: Guidance
from the Supreme Court
FEB p28
Practicing Law in the
Cannabis Industry: What
We’ve Learned One Year
Later
SEP p24

Index to NWLawyer, Vol. 68
(FEB 2014 to DEC 2014/JAN
2015)
FEB p62
On Board
APR/MAY p52; JUN p58; SEP
p59; NOV p46

Review of Turning Green to
Gold: Tips on Starting a New
Legal Marijuana Business and
an Interview with the Author
by Michael Heatherly
SEP p26

Perspectives (opinion
column)
Running Out of Time:
Tuning Out, Turning Off, and
Dropping In
MAR p34

Maxey, Carl
Legal Notables: John T.
Gayton — Legal Pioneer; Carl
Maxey — Civil Rights Leader
FEB p32

Inside Inclusion
JUN p26

MCLE
MCLE Tailored for You:
Changes Are Coming for
MCLE Requirements
JUL/AUG p30

Podcasts
Discretionary Downloads:
Top 10 Podcasts for Lawyers
NOV p24

Legal Notables: Washington’s
First Female Supreme Court
Justice and Chief Justice
JUL/AUG p62

Literary Lawyer
Supreme Ambitions and The
Boys in the Boat
MAR p32

From Battledress to Black
Robe: An Interview with
Judge Ronald Cox
NOV p31

Review of Betrayed and
Interview with Author Lisa
Scottoline
JUN p33

Medicaid
Hand in Hand: Tying Together
Estate Planning and Care
Planning
MAR p12

Jury Duty
A View from the Box: What
Serving as a Juror Taught Me
About Trying a Case
FEB p22

Review of Turning Green to
Gold: Tips on Starting a New
Legal Marijuana Business and
an Interview with the Author
by Michael Heatherly
SEP p26

Member Benefits
Top 10 Member Benefits
Available through ALPS,
the WSBA’s New Endorsed
Malpractice Insurance Carrier
MAR p37

Practice Made Perfect
JUL/AUG p59

The Boy Who Shot the Sheriff
and More
NOV p29

Mental Health
Constitutional Catch-22:
Collision Between the Right
to Counsel and the Right of
Self-Representation in Cases
Involving the Mentally Ill
OCT p19

President’s Corner
Pitfalls of Colorblindness
FEB p9

Mountaineering
Taking Professionalism to
New Heights: Mountaineering
Lessons for the Practice of
Law
SEP p19

The Next Chapter of Equity
in Education
APR/MAY p9

Juvenile Law
A Lobbyist’s Life — And
Important Juvenile Record
Sealing Changes You Should
Know
OCT p27
Law School
Legal Education and
Multicultural Practice
JUL/AUG p9
Hey Dean! Top 10 Myths
about Legal Education
SEP p32

Litigation
The Rising Cost of Litigation
and Access to Justice
DEC 15/JAN 16 p9
LLLT (see Limited License
Legal Technicians)

Where are the Jobs?
Young Lawyers Face Tough
Employment Choices and
Student Debt
NOV p18

LOMAP (Law Office
Management Assistance
Program)
Practice Made Perfect:
Practice Management
Advisor Charity Anastasio
Answers Your Questions
FEB p31

Legislative Issues
A Lobbyist’s Life — And

Top 10 Member Benefits
Available through ALPS,
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Myers, Smithmoore
Mr. Professionalism —
Smithmoore “Smitty” P.
Myers, 1914–2015
JUL/AUG p56
Negotiations
Making a Stellar Match:

Practice Tips
Practice Made Perfect:
Practice Management
Advisor Charity Anastasio
Answers Your Questions
FEB p31
Practice Management Q&A
APR/MAY p30

Controversial Cases: To Take
or Not To Take
DEC 15/JAN 16 p50

Refugees — Prisoners of a
Single Story
MAR p9

Transgender: Part of
Diversity, Not a Pathology
JUN p9
A Year in the Life — The
Work Continues
SEP p11
Looking Back and Looking
Forward
OCT p9

Professionalism
Shame on Us! Shame,
Respect, and the AttorneyClient Relationship
JUN p36
Mr. Professionalism —
Smithmoore “Smitty” P.
Myers, 1914–2015
JUL/AUG p56
Taking Professionalism to
New Heights: Mountaineering
Lessons for the Practice of
Law
SEP p19
Real Property
A Bitter History: Alien
Land Laws and Restrictive
Covenants in Washington
State
APR/MAY p23
Redfin Is Cheaper and Better
than a Real Estate Agent.
Will You Be the Redfin of
Legal?
OCT p34
Community Association
Lawyers: Working to Ensure
that “It’s a Beautiful Day in
the Neighborhood” Is More
than Just a Mr. Rogers Song
NOV p40
Refugees
Refugees — Prisoners of a
Single Story
MAR p9
Retirement
Early Retirement Bucks
Trends, Brings Changes
JUL/AUG p46
Robinson, Lelia
Legal Notables: Lelia
Josephine Robinson —
Pioneering Woman Lawyer
MAR p43
RPC (see Rules of
Professional Conduct)
Rules of Professional
Conduct
Supreme Court Adopts
Changes to Rules of
Professional Conduct to
Recognize Limited License
Legal Technicians

Index to NWLawyer, Vol. 69

JUN p20
Salish Sea
The Naming of the Salish
Sea: A Legal, Historical, and
Cultural Exploration
DEC 15/JAN 16 p14
Sections
WSBA Corporate Counsel
Section: Busting Myths
about Going In-House
MAR p40
Section Spotlight: WSBA
Animal Law Section
JUN p42
WSBA Criminal Law Section
— 10 Ways Washington
State Should Begin Criminal
Justice Reform
OCT p48
The WSBA Elder Law
Section — Inspiring a New
Generation of Advocates:
The Peter Greenfield Senior
Advocacy Internship
NOV p48
Social Media
Digital Self-Portraits:
Investigations through
Electronic Social Media
APR/MAY p32
Sports Law
The Evolution of Sports Law
OCT p40
Take 5 with…
Robin L. Haynes
MAR p39
Barbara Rhoads-Weaver
APR/MAY p41
Ken Masters
JUN p47
Jerry Moberg
JUL/AUG p58
Paul Bastine
SEP p54
Technology
Running Out of Time:
Tuning Out, Turning Off, and
Dropping In
MAR p34
Mind the Back Door:
Protecting Client Information
from Cyber Threats
APR/MAY p17
Redfin Is Cheaper and Better
than a Real Estate Agent.
Will You Be the Redfin of
Legal?
OCT p34

Goodbye, On 15th Video
— Hello, LegalZoom. Three
Suggestions for Lawyers in
the Digital Age
OCT p38
ABA Techshow: Through the
Eyes of a Technologist
OCT p45
Online Access to Justice:
Best Practices for Providing
Access to Court Information
in Electronic Form
NOV p36
The Emerging Rise of the
Unmanned Aircraft System
Industry: Regulations, Risks,
and Liabilities
DEC 15/JAN 16 p20
Top Ten
Choice Quotes from
Washington Court Cases
FEB p30
Member Benefits Available
through ALPS, the WSBA’s
New Endorsed Malpractice
Insurance Carrier
MAR p37

Evaluating Our Procedures
for Determining Juror
Impartiality
JUN p44
Urban Farming
Raising Chickens Is for the
Birds: The Care of and Law
Surrounding Urban Chicken
Farming
SEP p43
Utter, Robert F.
A Tribute to Justice Robert F.
Utter, Supreme Court Justice
and Chief Justice 1971–95
FEB p24
Washington State History
Legal Notables: John T.
Gayton — Legal Pioneer; Carl
Maxey — Civil Rights Leader
FEB p32
Legal Notables: Lelia
Josephine Robinson —
Pioneering Woman Lawyer
MAR p43
From the Barchives:
Women’s History
MAR p46

Discretionary Downloads:
Top 10 Podcasts for Lawyers
NOV p24

A Brief History of… The Death
Penalty in Washington
MAR p48

Transactions
Readying a Company
for a Financing or Sale:
Preparation Makes for
Smooth Transitions
JUL/AUG p51

A Bitter History: Alien
Land Laws and Restrictive
Covenants in Washington
State
APR/MAY p23

Transgender Issues
Transitioning into Greater
Gender Diversity: What
My Gender Transition Says
About How To Create a
More Transgender-Inclusive
Community
JUL/AUG p22
Travel
O Border, Where Art Thou?
Crossing the Northern
Border Poses Challenges to
Some U.S. Travelers
OCT p30
5 Tips for Attending Lawyer
Conferences
NOV p26
Treasurer’s Report
FEB p11; APR/MAY p7; SEP
p16; DEC 15/JAN 16 p12
Trials
A View from the Box: What
Serving as a Juror Taught Me
About Trying a Case
FEB p22

Legislating “Fun”: Our
State Has Worked Hard for
Our Smokes, Booze, Slot
Machines, Jazz, and
the Right to Dance Until We
Drop (And To Prohibit All of
the Above)
APR/MAY p34
From the Barchives: 1971 —
The Ribbon Cutting
JUN p48
Legal Notables: The Steel
Magnolia — Lady Willie
Forbus and Her 100 Years
of Life
JUN p50
A Brief History of… Native
American Law and
Washington
JUN p54
Legal Notables: Washington’s
First Female Supreme Court
Justice and Chief Justice
JUL/AUG p62
Historic Cases: The South Hill

Rapist
JUL/AUG p64
125 Years Ago — Supreme
Court in Review: 1890 Edition
JUL/AUG p66
A Brief History of...
Environmental Law in
Washington State
SEP p57
The Naming of the Salish
Sea: A Legal, Historical, and
Cultural Exploration
DEC 15/JAN 16 p14
Washington Supreme Court
A Tribute to Justice Robert F.
Utter, Supreme Court Justice
and Chief Justice 1971–95
FEB p24
I-502 and Lawyers: Guidance
from the Supreme Court
FEB p28
Legal Notables: Washington’s
First Female Supreme Court
Justice and Chief Justice
JUL/AUG p62
125 Years Ago — Supreme
Court in Review: 1890 Edition
JUL/AUG p66
Water Rights
Getting Water to Where It’s
Needed: Opportunities and
Risks Under Washington’s
Water Rights Laws
SEP p40
Women and the Law
Legal Notables: Lelia
Josephine Robinson —
Pioneering Woman Lawyer
MAR p43
From the Barchives:
Women’s History
MAR p46
Legal Notables: The Steel
Magnolia — Lady Willie
Forbus and Her 100 Years
of Life
JUN p50
Legal Notables: Washington’s
First Female Supreme Court
Justice and Chief Justice
JUL/AUG p62

JUL/AUG p30
Meet 2015–16 WSBA
President Bill Hyslop
OCT p11
The WSBA Welcomes New
President-elect and Class of
2016 Governors
OCT p16
Leading the Way: the 2015
WSBA Awards
DEC 15/JAN 16 p32
How Does the Lawyer
Discipline System Work?
Complaints against Lawyers
in Washington
DEC 15/JAN 16 p46
Young/New Lawyers
A View from the Box: What
Serving as a Juror Taught
Me About Trying a Case
FEB p22
Fighting for the First:
Struggles Over First
Amendment Rights in
Washington State
MAR p24
A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Bar
Exam
APR/MAY p20
A Bitter History: Alien
Land Laws and Restrictive
Covenants in Washington
State
APR/MAY p23
With Kings and Counselors:
Bartleby the Doc Reviewer
JUN p30
Movin’ On Up: Transitioning
from Associate to Partner
JUL/AUG p34
Greenhorns: Managing
Stress at the Beginning of
Your Career
SEP p29
A Lobbyist’s Life — And
Important Juvenile Record
Sealing Changes You
Should Know
OCT p27

Legal Notable — Elizabeth
Bracelin: Breaking Ground
and Glass Ceilings
OCT p52

Where are the Jobs?
Young Lawyers Face Tough
Employment Choices and
Student Debt
NOV p18

WSBA
MCLE Tailored for You:
Changes Are Coming for
MCLE Requirements

WSBA Young Lawyers
Committee Honors Four
Local Leaders
DEC 15/JAN 16 p24
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Nick Pontarolo

 I look up to my employers and co-

Law School: Washington State Law Clerk Program

 I absolutely can’t live without pesto.

WSBA No. 47352

workers at Delay, Curran, Thompson, Pontarolo, and Walker. Their
history and work ethic is inspiring.

 My favorite place in the Pacific Northwest is Priest Lake, Idaho.
 Before law school, I traveled. I lived and worked on an organic
farm in Tuscany and then returned to the U.S. and worked for
an educational travel company.

 My greatest talent as a lawyer is life experience. I earned my li-

 Nobody would ever suspect that I am a metal fabricator, wood

worker, and work at an artisan pizza restaurant. Being creative
and socially interactive in my community gives me a better
connection and understanding of the law and my clients.

cense later than most, providing me a diverse palette of skills
and interests.

 Aside from my career, I am most proud of this: Obtaining my legal

 My greatest accomplishment as a lawyer is becoming one without

 I give back to my community by volunteering at Crosswalk and

going to law school. I earned my license to practice after apprenticing for four years and participating in the Washington (APR 6) Law Clerk Program. I have tremendous pride in
this accomplishment and unparalleled gratitude to those who
helped me attain my goal.

 The best advice I have for new lawyers is be diverse in your passions; it can only help your success as a lawyer.

 My long-term professional goal is to provide to others the opportunities that were provided to me.

 The most rewarding part of my job is assisting those who find
themselves in difficult and seemingly impossible situations;
specifically injured workers, injured individuals, and those
who have just lost someone.

 The worst part of my job is that the law never sleeps.
 During my free time, I enjoy being outside; skiing, mountaineering, water skiing, and anything that affords me the opportunity to sleep in a tent.

 The most memorable trip I ever took was skiing in Afghanistan.

Immediately after completing the bar exam I boarded a plane
bound for Kabul. A few days in a war zone and skiing in the
Himalayas made me totally forget about the mental trauma of
studying and sitting for the bar exam.

 I care about the homeless.
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education without attending law school.

sitting on the board of the Center for Justice.

 This is on my bucket list: Visit all seven continents — one left.
 My first car was a 1979 Datsun pickup purchased for $50.
 My all-time favorite movie is Aspen Extreme, an iconic ski movie
from the 1990s.

 My dream trip would be heli-skiing in the Chugach Range with
my buddies.

 My heroes are all the people who helped me through the Washington State Law Clerk Program. Their devotion to my success was extraordinary.

I am NICK PONTAROLO. I practice in Spokane with
the law firm of Delay, Curran, Thompson, Pontarolo,
and Walker P.S. My primary practice areas are
workers’ compensation, probate, personal injury, and
real estate. When not practicing, I find my way to the
closest patch of snow, having recently completed 24
consecutive months of skiing.
We’d like to learn about you! Email nwlawyer@wsba.org to
request a questionnaire.

“I am a new client for ALPS. I have been practicing law for over 40 years and have always had insurance. I
can attest that this is the best experience that I have had in terms of my initial engagement, processing and
acceptance process in my over 4 decades in practice. I am very happy that our bar association has endorsed
ALPS. I think this will be a great relationship for our bar association members and ALPS.”
-Steve Crossland, former Washington State Bar Association President, 2011-2012

ALPS is proud to be endorsed by the Washington State Bar Association. We are here for
WSBA members. Contact us today for a free, no obligation quote at:
(800) 367-2577
or learnmore@alpsnet.com
Visit try.alpsnet.com/Washington to receive a free Washington-accredited CLE from ALPS.
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